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FINITE POINT CONFIGURATIONS AND THE REGULAR
VALUE THEOREM IN A FRACTAL SETTING
YUMENG OU AND KRYSTAL TAYLOR
Abstract. In this article, we study two problems concerning the size of the
set of finite point configurations generated by a compact set E Ă Rd. The first
problem concerns how the Lebesgue measure or the Hausdorff dimension of
the finite point configuration set depends on that of E. In particular, we show
that if a planar set has dimension exceeding 5
4
, then there exists a point x P E
so that for each integer k ě 2, the set of “k-chains” has positive Lebesgue
measure.
The second problem is a continuous analogue of the Erdo˝s unit distance
problem, which aims to determine the maximum number of times a point
configuration with prescribed gaps can appear in E. For instance, given a
triangle with prescribed sides and given a sufficiently regular planar set E
with Hausdorff dimension no less than 7
4
, we show that the dimension of the
set of vertices in E forming said triangle does not exceed 3 dimHpEq ´ 3. In
addition to the Euclidean norm, we consider more general distances given by
functions satisfying the so-called Phong-Stein rotational curvature condition.
We also explore a number of examples to demonstrate the extent to which our
results are sharp.
1. Introduction
We consider two problems concerning k-point configurations in subsets of Rd.
The first aim is to understand how large a subset of Euclidean space must be to
ensure that it contains many distinct scaled copies of a given polyhedron or another
geometric shape. Upon fixing a scaling, the second problem is to determine how
often a fixed shape occurs within a set of a given size.
These questions are natural analogues of some famous open questions in discrete
geometry and geometric measure theory. More precisely, the first question can be
viewed as an extension of the Falconer distance set problem (whose predecessor is
the celebrated Erdo˝s distinct distance problem in the discrete setting [7]), which
conjectures that |∆pEq|1 ą 0 whenever the Hausdorff dimension of E exceeds d2
and remains open in all d ě 2. Here, ∆pEq denotes the set of distances, t|x ´ y| :
x, y P Eu, and | ¨ | “ | ¨ |k denotes the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a set.
The second question extends the Erdo˝s unit distance problem to the k ě 2 case
in the continuous setting. The unit distance conjecture in the plane [7] says that
if P is a planar point set with N points, then the number of pairs of points in
P at a distance 1 apart is bounded above by CN
1`, @ ą 0. These questions
have attracted a great amount of attention over the decades (see for instance [2,
3, 6, 14, 15, 30, 33, 35] and the references therein). Their study has utilized and
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2 YUMENG OU AND KRYSTAL TAYLOR
inspired ideas in many different fields, such as Fourier analysis (e.g. restriction
theory, decoupling) and combinatorics (e.g. polynomial method).
In order to give formal statements of the two main questions of focus, we will
need some notation. Define the chain set as follows: For E Ă Rd, d ě 2, and for
integers k ě 2, define the set of non-degenerate k-chains generated by E as
SkpEq :“ tp|x1 ´ x2|, . . . , |xk ´ xk`1|q P Rk` : xi P E, x1, . . . , xk`1 are distinctu.
Note that S1pEq is simply the distance set of E, and it will be denoted by ∆pEq to
be consistent with classical literature. Further, we have the pinned version:
SkxpEq :“ tp|x´ x1|, . . . , |xk´1 ´ xk|q P Rk` : xi P E, x, x1, . . . , xk are distinctu,
which consists of non-degenerate k-chains in E that share a common starting place
of x P E. Similarly, if k “ 1, S1xpEq, the pinned distance set, is denoted by ∆xpEq.
In addition to the edge-length sets generated by chains, we consider the edge-
length sets of k-trees, triangles, and other configurations with or without loops.
The edge-length set of a k-tree, denoted as T kpEq, consists of the edge lengths of
all trees, of any particular fixed shape T k, with k ` 1 vertices in E and k edges.
A tree is a graph in which each vertex is connected by exactly one path (see, for
instance, [17]). We are also interested in pinned variants. T kx pEq will be used to
denote the set of all k-trees of a particular shape, T kx , with a particular vertex to
be pinned (at x). Note that (pinned) chains are special examples of (pinned) trees.
In addition to the edge-length sets, we consider the vertex sets (of given point
configurations). Given any sequence of distances ~t “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkq P Rk`, define
(1.1)
V Sk~t pEq :“ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q P Ek`1 : |xi ´ xi`1| “ ti, i “ 1, . . . , k, txiu distinctu.
as the k-chain set generated by E with prescribed distances ~t, where Ek denotes
the k-fold Cartesian product of E. Similarly, vertex sets can be defined for the
k-tree set of a particular shape, V T k~t pEq, as well as more general configurations
containing loops, such as triangles, V Tri~tpEq (see (1.7)).
This article concerns two main questions:
1. How does the size of the edge-length set SkpEq, T kpEq, or that generated
by other point configurations depend on the size of the set E?
2. Determine the number of times that a given k-chain, tree, or triangle with
fixed side lengths can repeat in E? More precisely, determine the size of
the vertex sets V Sk~t pEq, V T k~t pEq, V Tri~tpEq.
The notion of size or number is made formal using Lebesgue measure, Hausdorff
dimension, or Minkowski dimension.
Concerning the first question, our main contribution is establishing a method
that can serve as a bridge to extend all sufficiently good distance results to more
intricate configurations, or more generally, to extend results concerning subgraphs
to the whole graph given that they are glued together in a nice way. This method
is surprisingly simple and relies on a Fubini-like theorem. A key advantage of this
method is its flexibility to deal with much more general point configurations that
may have loops.
Regarding the second question, this seems to be the first article of its kind to
extend the unit distance question to the setting of k-point configurations in the
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continuous setting (see [10, 26] for the discrete setting and [4, 24] for the k “ 1
case in the continuous setting). It also appears to the the first article to examine
a fractal variant of the regular value theorem for k-point configurations (see [4] for
the k “ 1 case). While existing techniques lend easily to results in the setting where
the set E is assumed to be Ahlfors-David regular (see Remarks 1.6 and 1.21 and
the references there), this article presents new techniques that extend to sets with
more relaxed regularity assumptions. In particular, our techniques hold for some
classic examples that fall outside the scope of AD regularity, such as the lattice
example (see Example 1.7) and the train track example (see Example 1.8).
1.1. On the first question: Lebesgue measure and dimension. For E Ă Rd,
we write dimHpEq to denote the Hausdorff dimension of E, and we write dimMpEq,
dimMpEq, respectively, to denote the upper and lower Minkowski dimension of the
set E.
Theorem 1.1. Let E Ă R2 be a compact set satisfying dimHpEq ą 54 , then there
exists a point x P E such that for all integers k ě 2, |T kx pEq|k ą 0. In particular,
|SkxpEq|k ą 0.
Theorem 1.1 generalizes the work of the first listed author with Guth, Iosevich
and Wang [14] where the distance set case (i.e. k “ 1) is proved. When k ě 2, the
first such result concerning the pinned chains of k distances in Rd is due to Bennett,
Iosevich, and the second listed author [1], where it is required that dimHpEq ą d`12 .
In [1], the authors demonstrate that, for each k and for each E Ă Rd of dimension
greater than d`12 , there exist an interval worth of admissible gaps (dependent only
on k) for which E contains the vertices of a k-chain with side lengths in said interval.
Their argument establishes continuity of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a natural
measure on SkpEq. (Also see [11] and [36], where the problem is investigated for
sets of positive upper Lebesgue density). Recently, it was obtained by Liu [22] that
the dimensional threshold concerning pinned k-chains can be lowered to 43 in the
plane (in the case of k “ 2, the threshold 43 was first achieved in [21] for the full
k-chain set).
The case of trees is slightly more involved compared to chains, as the iteration
procedure becomes more complicated due to the fact that a vertex may be connected
to many edges. Theorem 1.1 improves the previously best known result of Iosevich
and the second listed author [17] where the threshold 32 is obtained.
Moreover, we also study the dimension of the (pinned) tree sets and prove the
following.
Theorem 1.2. Let E Ă R2 be a compact set satisfying dimHpEq ą 1, then for all
integers k ě 2, we have
dimHpT kpEqq ě min
"
4k
3
dimHpEq ´ 2k
3
, k
*
.
Moreover, for all  ą 0, for each k ě 2, there exists a point x P E such that
(1.2) dimHpT kx pEqq ě min
"
4k
3
dimHpEq ´ 2k
3
´ , k
*
.
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Furthermore, if 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 , then for all sufficiently small  ą 0, there
exists an x P E so that for all k ě 2,
(1.3) dimHpT kx pEqq ě 4k3 pdimHpEq ´ q ´
2k
3
ą 2k
3
.
In particular, the result above holds for (pinned) chains. When k “ 1, this was
proved by Liu [23]. Note that there is a minor inaccuracy in the statement of [23,
Theorem 1.1], where an  is in fact needed similarly as in (1.2) of Theorem 1.2.
In fact, a slight improvement of the k “ 1 case when dimHpEq P p1, 1.037q was
obtained by Shmerkin [27]. Since the main contribution of our work is a method
that allows one to extend the k “ 1 result automatically to all k ě 2, we omit the
statement of the slight improvement of Theorem 1.2 that can be implied by [27]
when dimHpEq P p1, 1.037q.
In addition, we also obtain a more general version of Theorem 1.2 on the excep-
tional set of x. For simplicity, we only state the next result for chains.
Theorem 1.3. Given any compact set E Ă R2 and integer k ě 2. Suppose that
dimHpEq ą 1. Set
τk0 “ τk0 pdimHpEqq “
#
4pk´1q
3 dimHpEq ` 5´2k3 , 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 ,
k, 54 ă dimHpEq ď 2.
Then, for each τ P p0, τk0 q,
dimHptx P R2 : dimHpSkxpEqq ă τuq
ď
#
maxp2k ` 3τ ` p1´ 4kqdimHpEq, 2´ dimHpEqq, 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 ,
maxp5´ 3k ` 3τ ´ 3dimHpEq, 2´ dimHpEqq, dimHpEq ą 54 .
When k “ 1, in which case τk0 “ 1 and the two quantities at the end become the
same, the above result also holds true and was obtained in [23]. In Theorem 1.3,
by setting τ to be equal to 4k3 dimHpEq ´ 2k3 ´ , one can immediately obtain not
only Theorem 1.2, but also the fact that the exceptional set in E (consisting of bad
pin points) always has lower dimension than E.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 can be generalized to study the case of trees of any
given shape, though the exact bound is cumbersome to state since it depends on the
shape of the tree and the vertex that one chooses to pin. Given that it is unlikely
that the estimate obtained here is sharp, we skip the parallel statement of Theorem
1.3 for trees. It is unclear to us whether the constraint on τ in Theorem 1.3 can be
further relaxed. In fact, it seems that the range of τ is closely tied to the iterative
nature of our proof method.
Remark 1.4. The machinery developed in Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem
1.3 can be used to “glue” together any variety of pinned k-point configurations
(including those with loops, such as triangles) that are a priori known to exist
within a compact set E in the plane. We give an example here (see Proposition
1.5) as a corollary of the method.
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Figure 1. Results for triangles and chains combine to give a kite.
Proposition 1.5. Let E Ă Rd be a compact set and let µ denote a Frostman
measure on E. Suppose that there exist a pair of disjoint sets E1, E2 Ă E so that
µpEiq ą 0, i “ 1, 2, and, for some x P E1,
dimHptp|x´ y1|, |y1 ´ y2|, |y2 ´ x|q : y1, y2 P E1, x, y1, y2 distinctuq ě γ1 ą 0,
and for each y1 P E1,
dimHptp|y1 ´ y3|, |y3 ´ y4|q : y3, y4 P E2 distinctuq ě γ2 ą 0.
Then it holds, for some x P E, that
dimHptp|x´ y1|, |y1 ´ y2|, |y2 ´ x|, |y1 ´ y3|, |y3 ´ y4|q :
y1, y2, y3, y4 P E, x, yi distinctuq ě γ1 ` γ2.(1.4)
We call the set in (1.4) a kite.
We note that similar results can be obtained for any choice of pinned point along
the kite.
1.2. On the second question: Prescribed distances. We now turn to the
second question, which can be viewed as an analogue of the unit distance problem.
For d, k ě 2, we are interested in determining the value of
gdpV Sk~t , αq :“ suptdimHpV Sk~t pEqq : E is a compact set in Rd, dimHpEq “ αu,
where V Sk~t pEq is defined in (1.1), and similarly the value when the set V Sk~t pEq is
replaced by the vertex set of a tree, V T k~t , or a triangle V Tri~tpEq (see (1.7)). We
will omit the dependence on ~t from the notation above when the values of ~t are
clear from the context.
An additional motivation for our investigation arises from the regular value the-
orem from elementary differential geometry. The regular value theorem in elemen-
tary differential geometry says that if φ : X Ñ Y , where X is a smooth manifold of
dimension n and Y is a smooth manifold of dimension m ă n with φ a submersion
on the set ~φ´1pyq, for y P Y fixed, then the set
~φ´1pyq “ tx P X : ~φpxq “ yu
is either empty or is a n´m dimensional submanifold of X.
A fractal variant of the regular value theorem was obtained in [4], where it was
shown that, under some reasonable hypotheses on φ : Eˆ E Ñ Rm, the upper
Minkowski dimension of
tpx, yq P E ˆ E : φlpx, yq “ tl, 1 ď l ď mu
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does not exceed 2α´m, where E Ă Rd is a set of Hausdorff dimension α.
Observe that, given any sequence of distances ~t “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkq P Rk`, we may
re-write the set V Sk~t pEq as
(1.5) V Sk~t pEq “ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q P Ek`1 : φpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q “ ~t, u,
where φ : Rk`1 Ñ Rk` is defined by φpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q “ p|x1 ´ x2|, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |xk ´ xk`1|q.
A direct analog of the regular value theorem would state that either V Sk~t pEq is
empty or is a set of dimension pk ` 1qα´ k. We compare this to our Theorem 1.9.
In the continuous case, similar questions for distance sets have been studied in
[4, 5, 24], and it was observed that one needs to assume some minimal regularity
for the set E in order for the question to be meaningful (see [24, Page 253] for
a discussion). We will work with sets that are “tδiu-discrete α-regular” below,
which generalizes a concept that was first introduced in [19] and used in [24] for
the distance set (k “ 1) case.
Given a compact set E Ă Rd and δ ą 0, denote Eδ :“ E ` Bp0, δq the δ-
neighborhood of E. Let α ą 0, E is said to be tδiu-discrete α-regular if there exists
a sequence of positive numbers tδiu such that δi Ñ 0 and
(1.6) |Eδi XBpx, rq| À
ˆ
r
δi
˙α
δdi
for any x P Rd and r ě δi, @i, where | ¨ | denotes the Lebesgue measure. For
X,Y P R, we use X À Y to denote the estimate X ď cY for some constant c ą 0.
Remark 1.6. It is not hard to see that this class of sets contains AD regular
(Ahlfors-David regular) sets as special examples. Indeed, recall that if E denotes
an AD regular set of Hausdorff dimension α, then E supports a Borel probability
measure µ so that for each r ą 0 and for each x P E, crα ď µpBpx, rqq ď Crα,
for universal constants 0 ă c ă C. Letting δ P p0, rs and x P E, we can write
µpBpx, rqq „ rα “ δαp rδ qα, and deduce that the number of δ-balls required to cover
EXBpx, rq is approximately p rδ qα. This holds for any set of scales pδ, rq with δ ď r.
It follows that, if N denotes the number of δ-balls needed to cover EδXBpx, rq, then
N „ p rδ qα. Now |Eδ XBpx, rq| ď Nδd À p rδ qαδd.
Moreover, the class of sets considered here includes the class of δ-discrete α-
regular sets considered in [24] (where (1.6) is assumed to hold for all δ ą 0 rather
than only a sequence of scales tδiu), and some examples that are not AD regular.
Example 1.7. [The lattice example] A non-trivial example of a set which is tδiu-
discrete α-regular, but not AD regular is provided by a classic lattice-like construc-
tion. In more detail, we create a fractal subset of Rd that mimics an integer lattice
as follows: For an integer qi, consider the set Ei :“ Ť~uPt0,1,...,qiudt~x P Rd : |~x´ ~uqi | ă
q
´d{α
i u. By taking a rapidly increasing sequence of qi, and setting E equal to the
intersection of the sets Ei, one obtains a set of Hausdorff dimension α. (For more
details on this construction, see [8, Theorem 8.15].) It is easy to verify that the
set E is not AD regular (unless α “ d) but is tδiu-discrete α-regular (by taking
δi “ q´d{αi ).
Example 1.8. [The train track example] Another example of a set that is tδiu-
discrete α-regular, but not AD regular, can be constructed from train tracks. Such
an example was first studied by Katz–Tao [19] and was further examined in [14] in
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connection with the Falconer distance problem. More precisely, consider a sequence
tRiu rapidly increasing to infinity, and define a set E “ XEi in the unit square in
R2 as follows. Fix each Ri, Ei is divided among several large R´1{2i ˆ 1 vertical
rectangles, spaced by distance R
1
2´α2
i (1 ă α ď 2). Within each of these large
rectangles, the set Ei consists of small evenly spaced parallel horizontal rectangles
with dimensions R´1i ˆ R´1{2i . Each of these small horizontal rectangles is called
a slat, and the spacing between two consecutive slats is R
´α2
i . One can verify that
the set E has Hausdorff dimension α and E is not AD regular. However, by taking
δi “ R´1i , one sees that E is indeed tδiu-discrete α-regular.
Going forward in our discussion, we will assume the set E to be tδiu-discrete
α-regular. Without loss of generality, we will further assume E to be contained in
the unit ball throughout the article, hence, the condition (1.6) implies in particular
that |Eδi | À δd´αi , @i.
In the discrete setting, similar questions for chains have been very recently ex-
plored as well, see [10, 26]. Note that in both works, the authors in fact study a
slightly larger quantity than gdpV Sk~t , αq, where an additional supremum is taken
over all choices of prescribed gaps ~t. All the upper bound results we obtain in this
paper also extend to this larger quantity, but we need to be more careful here for
deriving the lower bound, which would depend on the particular choice of gaps ~t.
In fact, as will be explained later in the paper, different choices of gaps sometimes
yield very different behaviors of gdpV Sk~t , αq.
Another distinct feature of our work, compared to the discrete setting, is that
nontrivial results do exist in the d ě 4 case; It is well known that the unit distance
problem and the chain problems are trivial in the discrete case when d ě 4, see the
introduction of [24, 26] for more details.
1.2.1. Chains. Our first result in this direction concerns all d ě 2.
Theorem 1.9. For all d ě 2, k ě 1, and prescribed gaps ~t,
gdpV Sk~t , αq
#
“ pk ` 1qα´ k, d`12 ď α ď d,
ď kpd´1q2 ` α, α ď d`12 .
Note that there always holds the trivial estimate gdpV Sk~t , αq ď pk ` 1qα (see
a justification in Section 4.2.1), so the second estimate of Theorem 1.9 is only
nontrivial when α ą d´12 .
Remark 1.10. To put the second listed bound in Theorem 1.9 into context, we
observe an additional upper bound which is also inferior in the regime α ą d´12 .
The proof techniques used in [24] can be used to show that, if dimHpEq “ α, E is
tδiu-discrete α-regular, and α ă d`12 , then the lower Minkowski dimension of the
set tpx, yq P E ˆ E : |x ´ y| “ 1u is bounded above by α ` d´12 . In more detail,
the Lebesgue measure of the δi-neighborhood of tpx, yq P E ˆ E : |x ´ y| “ 1u is
bounded above by δ
2d´pα` d´12 q´
i , @i. Observing that the vertex set of the k-chain
set, V Sk~1 pEq, is contained in the set tpx1, x2q P E ˆ E : |x1 ´ x2| “ 1u ˆ Ek´1,
and recalling that |Eδi | À δd´αi , @i, we use the fact that the Hausdorff dimension
is bounded above by the lower Minkowski dimension to conclude that gdpV Sk~1 , αq ď
α ` d´12 ` pk ´ 1qα. (A slightly better upper bound can be obtained in a similar
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way, by decomposing the k-chain into shorter components and utilizing the upper
estimate for shorter chains or distances. However, results obtained in this way will
always be inferior to Theorem 1.9 when α ą d´12 .)
For small values of α, different features are displayed in different ambient dimen-
sions.
Theorem 1.11. Let k ě 1. For all d ě 4 and α ď td2 u´ 1, gdpV Sk~t , αq “ pk` 1qα,
for all ~t satisfying t1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk. Moreover, when d “ 2, we have g2pV S2~t , αq “ 2α
if 0 ă α ď 1, for all ~t.
Remark 1.12. The first lower bound in Theorem 1.11 relies on adapting a classic
construction from the discrete setting, which utilizes orthogonal circles (see section
4.2.2 below for details). However, some relation on the t’s, such as t1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk,
is required. It is not clear, for instance, whether the set of 3-chains of gaps p1, 2, 1q
achieves the same lower bound (see section 4.2.2 below for details). However, it is
possible to further relax the condition t1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk. For instance, when k “ 2, one
can in fact show that gdpV S2~t , αq “ pk ` 1qα “ 3α whenever t22 ă t21 ` t23.
When d “ 2 and 0 ă α ă 1, similar deduction as in the proof of Theorem
1.11 indeed gives rise to certain upper and lower bound of g2pV Sk~t , αq, for general
k ě 3 as well. However, since these bounds are unlikely sharp, we omit the details.
Similarly, one can straightforwardly extend the same method to study the case
d “ 3, 0 ă α ă 2, but new ideas seem to be needed in order to fully solve the
problem in three dimensions.
When k “ 1, and when gdpV Sk~t , αq is defined using only those sets E satisfying a
stronger regularity condition (i.e. estimate (1.6) for all δ ą 0), Theorem 1.9 and the
first result in Theorem 1.11 in the above are proved in [24]. It is straightforward to
see that their argument in fact also works for sets that are tδiu-discrete α-regular.
Therefore we will only prove the k ě 2 cases. We also point out that, when k “ 1
and when further restricting the sets considered to be AD regular, Theorem 1.9
(for α ą d`12 ) is first obtained in [4].
Remark 1.13. Both Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 1.11 readily extend to the case of
trees. Since in most cases, the value of gdpV T k~t , αq seems to depend on the exact
structure of the tree T k, we omit the statement of those results for the sake of
simplicity and only comment on the necessary changes for the tree case along the
proofs of Theorem 1.9 and 1.11. For example, one can show that when d ě 2,
k ě 2, and α ě d`12 , gdpV T k~t , αq “ pk ` 1qα ´ k. Another example is that when
d “ 2 and 0 ă α ď 1, if the k-tree is a star, i.e. all k edges share the same vertex,
then g2pV T k~t , αq “ kα.
1.2.2. Triangles and loops. We now turn to studying finite point configurations
containing closed loops. Compared to the chain or tree case, the main difficulty
here is that the existence of loops in the graph prevents one from applying an
iterative proof scheme. Our proof is based on a Fourier analytic approach that
involves the estimate of the decay of the Fourier transform of the surface measure
of a hypersurface that encodes the structure of the point configuration. For the
sake of simplicity, we only study the case of triangles in this article, even though
the proof strategy can be extended to more general graphs with loops. Define
gdpV Tri~t, αq :“ sup
 
dimHpV Tri~tpEqq : E is a compact set in Rd, dimHpEq “ α
(
,
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where
(1.7) V Tri~tpEq :“ tpx, y, zq P E3 : |x´ y| “ t1, |y ´ z| “ t2, |z ´ x| “ t3u.
Again, we always assume that the set E is tδiu-discrete α-regular.
Theorem 1.14. Let d ě 3. Then for all ~t,
gdpV Tri~t, αq ď
#
3α´ 3, 2d3 ` 1 ď α ď d,
d` 3α2 ´ 32 , 0 ă α ď 2d3 ` 1.
Moreover, if d “ 2, it holds for all ~t that
g2pV Tri~t, αq ď
$’’’&’’’%
3α´ 3, 74 ď α ď 2,
2α´ 1, 32 ď α ă 74 ,
α` 12 , 1 ď α ď 32 ,
mint 5α3 , αp2`αq1`α u, 0 ă α ď 1.
Furthermore, if d ě 6 and α ď td3 u ´ 1, then gdpV Tri~t, αq “ 3α whenever ~t “pt1, t2, t3q forms an acute triangle.
We note that this theorem fits nicely into the current results in the field. In [12],
Greenleaf and Iosevich prove that if E is a compact subset of R2 of dimHpEq ą 74 ,
then the set of triples of distances formed by triangles in E,
(1.8) TripEq :“ tp|x´ y|, |y ´ z|, |x´ z|q : x, y, z P Eu,
has positive 3-dimensional Lebesgue measure. The authors define a measure on the
set TripEq and proving that its density is in L8. In a subsequent paper using group
actions and an L2 estimate on the density, it is shown that in all dimensions d ě 2,
if dimHpEq ą 2d`13 , then TripEq has positive Lebesgue measure ([13]). In [16], it is
proved that for any d ě 4, there exists an δ ą 0 so that if dimHpEq ą d ´ δ, then
E contains the vertices of an equilateral triangle. Theorem 1.14 above shows that,
for any d ě 2, it is possible to control the number of occurrences of such triangles
through an upper bound on the Hausdorff dimension.
Remark 1.15. We note a simple transference mechanism between the unit dis-
tance problem and the distinct distance problem, which holds when we impose the
additional regularity assumption that the set E is AD-regular. In this case, it is
a straightforward exercise to verify that the results in Theorem 1.14 imply a lower
bound on the set
dimH tp|x´ y|, |y ´ z|, |x´ z|q : x, y, z P Eu .
We omit this result, however, as superior lower bounds are obtained in [34].
Remark 1.16. Note that one always has the trivial estimate gdpV Tri~t, αq is no
more than minp3α, 3d´ 3q. Indeed, the first bound follows easily from V Tri~tpEq Ă
E3 and E is tδiu discrete α-regular (hence dimHpE3q “ 3α), and the second bound
can be obtained by considering the map px, y, zq ÞÑ px´y, y´z, z´xq and observing
that the image set is contained in t1S
d´1 ˆ t2Sd´1 ˆ t3Sd´1. Therefore, the bound
gdpV Tri~t, αq ď d ` 3α2 ´ 32 is only nontrivial if α ą 2d3 ´ 1. When d “ 2, the
upper bound in the theorem above when α ă 74 can be obtained from the trivial
bound g2pV Tri~t, αq ď g2pV S1ti , αq, @i “ 1, 2, 3 and the estimate for the unit distance
problem in [24, Theorem 1.3]. To see this, fix two vertices x and y at a distance t1
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apart from each other, and observe that there are at most two choices of the third
vertex z.
Remark 1.17. For α ą d ´ 1, a lower bound of α ` pd ´ 2q is achievable in all
dimensions. Let A Ă Rd so that dimHpAq “: a P p0, 1q. Set E “ AŤtA ` Sd´1u,
the Minkowski sum of A and the unit sphere. Inspecting the energy integral of E
and observing that sum sets are Lipschitz images of Cartesian product sets, one
may verify that dimHpEq “: α “ a ` pd ´ 1q (see, for instance, the work of the
second listed author with K. Simon: [28], [29]). Observe that, for each x P A,`
x` Sd´1˘ŞE “ x` Sd´1. Now, for each x P A,
tpy, zq P E ˆ E : |x´ y| “ 1, |x´ z| “ 1, and |y ´ z| “ 1u
“tpy, zq P `x` Sd´1˘ˆ `x` Sd´1˘ : |y ´ z| “ 1u,
and this set clearly has Hausdorff dimension pd´ 1q ` pd´ 2q. Restricting x to A,
it follows by Corollary A.3 in Appendix A that
dimHpV Tri~1pEqq ě a` pd´ 1q ` pd´ 2q “ α` pd´ 2q.
1.2.3. Phong-Stein condition. The question of whether it is possible to replace the
Euclidean distance in the above discussion (for instance (1.1)) with a more general
metric was raised in [24, Page 255]. In this section, we answer this question in
the affirmative not only for the unit distance problem but also for the general k-
chain. Moreover, we show that it is possible to replace the Euclidean distance with
a more general function φpx, yq which satisfies the rotational curvature conditions
introduced by Phong and Stein.
In particular, we consider φ : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R to be a continuous, infinitely differ-
entiable function, which satisfies
(1.9) |∇xφpx, yq| ‰ 0 and |∇yφpx, yq| ‰ 0.
Further, we assume that φ satisfies the non-vanishing Monge-Ampere determinant
assumption:
(1.10) det
˜
0 ∇xφ
´p∇yφqT B2φdxidyj
¸
does not vanish on the set tpx, yq : φpx, yq “ tu, t ‰ 0.
Remark 1.18. Examples of such functions include the dot product, φpx, yq “ x ¨y,
as well as any norm, φpx, yq “ } ¨ }B, generated by a smooth convex body, B, with
non-vanishing curvature.
Given any sequence of distances ~t “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkq P Rk`, we define
(1.11)
V Sk~t,φpEq :“ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q P Ek`1 : φpxi, xi`1q “ ti, i “ 1, . . . , k, txiu distinctu
as the pk, φq-chain set generated by E with prescribed gaps ~t.
We are interested in determining the value of
gdpV Sk~t,φ, αq :“ suptdimHpV Sk~t,φpEqq : E is a compact set in Rd, dimHpEq “ αu.
For ease of notation, we drop the subscript ~t throughout the discussion in this
subsection.
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We now turn to the main result of this subsection, in which we show that, in the
case that the set E is assumed to be tδiu-discrete α-regular (see equation (1.6) for
the definition), the following analogue of Theorem 1.9 holds.
Theorem 1.19. Let α ą 0 and d ě 2. Let φ : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R denote a smooth
function which satisfies the gradient conditions in (1.9), as well as the curvature
condition in (1.10). Then, for all k ě 1,
gdpV Skφ, αq
#
“ pk ` 1qα´ k, d`12 ď α ď d,
ď kpd´1q2 ` α, α ď d`12 .
The proof of Theorem 1.19 can be found in Section 6, and relies on merging the
ideas introduced in [18] and in [24]. Equality is attained using a simple adaptation
of the proof presented in Section 4.1.4. Note that there always holds the trivial
estimate gdpV Skφ, αq ď pk ` 1qα, which is inferior to the bounds in Theorem 1.19
provided α ą d´12 .
Remark 1.20. In Appendix B, we consider an example E where φ is given by
a paraboloid-like surface, and we show that the upper Minkowski dimension of
V SkφpEq, for this choice of φ and E, is bounded below by α` αpd´1qkd`1 .
Remark 1.21. In the special case that the set E is AD regular (as defined in
Remark 1.6), it is an immediate corollary of the work of the second listed author
with Iosevich and Uriarte-Tuero [18] that dimHpV SkφpEqq ď pk`1qα´k, whenever
d`1
2 ă α. Similarly, if E is assumed to be AD regular, then inspecting the proof
of Greenleaf and Iosevich [12] and that of Iosevich and Liu [16] recovers part of
Theorem 1.14, when α ą 74 (d “ 2) and when α ą 2d3 ` 1 (d ě 4), respectively.
Before ending the introduction, we point out that all the upper bound estimates
in Theorems 1.9, 1.11, 1.14, and 1.19 work not only for Hausdorff dimension (of the
set V Sk~t for instance) but also for the slightly larger lower Minkowski dimension,
which is straightforward to see from the proofs.
The article is organized as follows. We study the first question in Sections 2
and 3: Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2, while Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and
Proposition 1.5 are proved in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, 6 are devoted to the study
of the second question: chains and trees (Theorems 1.9 and 1.11) are treated in
Section 4, triangles (Theorem 1.14) appear in Section 5, and the general φ case
(Theorem 1.19) is studied in Section 6.
2. Lebesgue measure of pinned chains/ trees: Proof of Theorem 1.1
The main ingredient of the proof is the following structure theorem, which works
in all dimensions and does not require any assumption on the value of α.
Proposition 2.1. Let d ě 2 and α ą 0. Suppose for all pairs of compact sets
E1, E2 Ă Rd with positive α-dimensional Hausdorff measure, letting µ1, µ2 be Borel
probability measures supported on E1, E2 respectively which satisfy µipBpx, rqq À rα
for i “ 1, 2, then
µ2pGE1pE2qq :“ µ2ptx P E2 : |∆xpE1q| ą 0uq ą 0,
where ∆xpEq :“ t|x´ y| : y P Eu denotes the pinned distance set.
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Then, for all integers k ě 1, and all pairs of compact sets E1, E2 Ă Rd with posi-
tive α-dimensional Hausdorff measure, there exists x P E2 such that |T kx pE1q|k ą 0,
for all k-trees T kv of any shape pinned at any vertex. In particular, |SkxpE1q|k ą 0.
The notation GE1pE2q above means the “good pins” in E2 w.r.t. E1.
Proof. We will in fact prove a stronger result: for all integers k ě 1, all pairs of
compact sets E1, E2 Ă Rd with positive α-dimensional Hausdorff measure, letting
µ1, µ2 be Borel probability measures supported on E1, E2 respectively which satisfy
µipBpx, rqq À rα for i “ 1, 2, then
(2.12) µ2pGkE1pE2qq :“ µ2ptx P E2 : |T kx pE1q|k ą 0, for all k-trees T kv uq ą 0.
Our strategy is to prove by induction. The base case k “ 1 is precisely the same
as the assumption, hence is obviously true. Assume that the desired result holds
for trees whose number of edges is no greater than k ´ 1.
Let E1, E2 Ă Rd be two sets such that there exist probability measures µ1, µ2
supported on E1, E2 respectively with µipBpx, rqq À rα for i “ 1, 2. It suffices to
show (2.12). In fact, fix any particular k-tree T k “ T kv , it suffices to prove that
(2.13) µ2pGkE1,T kpE2qq :“ µ2ptx P E2 : |T kx pE1q|k ą 0uq ą 0.
Indeed, for any k fixed, there are only finitely many possibilities of shapes and
vertices to be pinned, in other words, finitely many choices of T k. If (2.13) is true
for some T k, then one can replace E2 by GkE1,T kpE2q and iterate the argument.
We omit the details and fix a choice of T k (with a fixed choice of a vertex to be
pinned) from now on. Moreover, by properly shrinking E1, E2 if needed, one can
assume without loss of generality that E1, E2 are disjoint.
If the fixed vertex is connected to only a single edge, then one applies the induc-
tion hypothesis inside the set E1. More precisely, one can find two subsets E1,1,
E1,2 of E1 and measures µ1,1 and µ1,2 supported on them respectively such that
µ1,ipBpx, rqq À rα for i “ 1, 2 1, and
µ1,2pGk´1E1,1pE1,2qq
“µ1,2ptx P E1,2 : |T k´1x pE1,1q|k´1 ą 0, , for all pk ´ 1q-trees T k´1uq ą 0.
Moreover, according to the assumption of the theorem, for the pair of sets
Gk´1E1,1pE1,2q and E2, one must have
µ2pGGk´1E1,1 pE1,2qpE2qq “ µ2ptx P E2 : |∆xpG
k´1
E1,1
pE1,2qq| ą 0uq ą 0.
It is easy to see that (2.13) will be implied by GGk´1E1,1 pE1,2q
pE2q Ă GkE1,TkpE2q.
To see the inclusion, fix any x P GGk´1E1,1 pE1,2qpE2q. By definition, this means
|∆xpGk´1E1,1pE1,2qq| ą 0, and our goal is to prove |T kx pE1q|k ą 0. Since there is
only one edge connecting to the vertex pinned at x, it is straightforward to see that
|T kx pE1q|k ě
ż
tP∆xpGk´1E1,1 pE1,2qq
|T k´1yt pE1,1q|k´1 dt
where yt is any point in G
k´1
E1,1
pE1,2q satisfying |x ´ y| “ t, and T k´1 denotes a
pk´1q-tree of a particular shape (determined by the shape of T k) with a particular
1The existence of such sets is guaranteed for instance by Theorem 2.3 of [8].
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vertex to be pinned. By definition of Gk´1E1,1pE1,2q, one has |T k´1yt pE1,1q|k´1 ą 0,@t. Hence, according to the Fubini theorem and observing that k-trees produced in
this way are all non-degenerate, one obtains |T kx pE1q|k ą 0.
Next, suppose that the fixed vertex is connected to at least two edges of the
tree T k, then one can decompose the tree T k into two sub-subtrees T k11 , T k22 , each
containing ki ě 1 edges, i “ 1, 2, so that T k “ T k11 YT k22 , and T k11 , T k22 only share
the vertex to be pinned. It is easy to see that k1 ` k2 “ k and ki ď k ´ 1, i “ 1, 2.
For sets E1, E2 satisfying the assumption, one further finds two disjoint subsets
E1,1, E1,2 Ă E1 and probability measures µ1,1, µ1,2 as before. Apply the induction
hypothesis to the pair E1,1, E2 first. Since k1 ď k ´ 1, one has
µ2pGk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2qq “ µ2ptx P E2 : |T k1x pE1,1q|k1 ą 0uq ą 0.
One then applies the induction hypothesis again, this time to the pair of sets
E1,2, G
k1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q. Since k2 ď k ´ 1, one obtains
µ2
ˆ
Gk2
E1,2,T k22
´
Gk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q
¯˙
“µ2
ˆ!
x P Gk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q : |T k2x pE1,2q|k2 ą 0
)˙
ą 0.
(Strictly speaking, before applying the induction hypothesis in the second step
above, one should have adjusted the measure µ2 to make it into a probability
measure on the smaller set Gk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q by multiplying a constant. We omit the
treatment of this issue.)
For any x P Gk2
E1,2,T k22
´
Gk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q
¯
, observe that
|T kx pE1q|k ě |T k1x pE1,1q|k1 ¨ |T k2x pE1,2q|k2 ą 0.
Hence,
µ2pGkE1,T kpE2qq “µ2ptx P E2 : |T kx pE1q|k ą 0uq
ěµ2
ˆ
Gk2
E1,2,T k22
´
Gk1
E1,1,T k11
pE2q
¯˙
ą 0.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is complete. 
Then, combined with the following Lemma 2.2, the E1 “ E2 case of Proposition
2.1 immediately implies Theorem 1.1. Lemma 2.2, although never stated explicitly,
follows from the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [14].
Lemma 2.2. Let E1, E2 Ă R2 be a pair of compact sets with positive α-dimensional
Hausdorff measure for some α ą 54 . Further, suppose that there exist Borel proba-
bility measures µ1 and µ2 on E1 and E2 respectively which satisfy µipBpx, rqq À rα
for i “ 1, 2. Then
(2.14) µ2pGE1pE2qq “ µ2ptx P E2 : |∆xpE1q| ą 0uq ą 0.
In fact, even though the good pin point x claimed in Proposition 2.1 and hence
Theorem 1.1 seems to depend on k, one can easily find a good pin point x that
works well for all k, as claimed in Theorem 1.1. To see this, given a compact set
E, let E1, E2 Ă E be as before, and let Gk Ă E2 denote the set of “good pins”
in E2 such that µ2pGkq ą 0 and |T kx pE1q|k ą 0, @x P Gk, for all k-trees. Without
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loss of generality, one can assume that Gk is compact. Then, repeat the process for
k` 1 with E2 replaced by Gk. One can obtain a compact good pin set Gk`1 Ă Gk.
Iterate the process and let G “ Ş8k“1Gk Ă E2. By compactness, one has G ‰ H,
and it is obvious that any point x P G will guarantee that |T kx pEq|k ą 0 for all
k-tree and all k ě 1.
For the sake of completeness, we conclude this section by sketching below the
proof of Lemma 2.2. We use the notation introduced in [14] below.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The Lemma follows from the proof of the main result in [14].
We briefly outline how this works.
Let α, E1 and E2 be as in the statement of the Lemma. Without loss of general-
ity, assume E1 and E2 have distance Á 1. By Frostman’s Lemma, each Ei supports
a Borel probability measure µi so that
µipBpx, rqq À rα.
Set dpx, yq “ |x´y|, and, for x fixed and i P t1, 2u, denote the pushforward measureż
R
ψptqdx˚pµiq :“
ż
E
ψp|x´ y|qdµipyq.
Now dx˚pµiq is a probability measure on ∆xpEiq.
Let µ1,good be the complex measure (dependent on µ1) described on page 7 of
[14]. Proposition 2.1 in [14] (see page 8) implies that there exists a set E12 Ă E2 so
that µ2pE12q ą 1´ 11,000 , and for each x P E12,
(2.15) }dx˚pµ1q ´ dx˚pµ1,goodq}L1 ă 1{1000
and so ż
|dx˚pµ1, goodq| ě 1´ 11000 .
Proposition 2.2 in [14] implies that, for µ2-almost every x P E2,
(2.16) }dx˚pµ1, goodq}2L2 ă 8.
Let E22 denote the subset of E2 for which (2.16) holds, and set E˜2 “ E12 X E22 .
Then, µ2pE˜2q ą 1´ 11000 and, following the logic on page 8 of [14], for each x2 P E˜2,
|∆x2pE1q| ą 0.

Remark 2.3. Just as in the case of distances, it follows by the classical lattice
example that d2 is indeed the lowest possible threshold to ensure that |SkpEq|k ą 0,
@k ě 2 where E Ă Rd. Consider the lattice example given in Example 1.7, which
is a set of dimension α. It is easy to examine that |SkpEq|k “ 0, @k ě 1, whenever
α ă d2 . This, in particular, suggests that if the Falconer distance conjecture, which
says |∆pEq| ą 0 whenever dimHpEq ą d2 , is confirmed, then our method would be
able to extend it to fully resolve the analogous question for chains.
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3. Dimension of pinned chain/tree sets: Proof of Theorems 1.2, 1.3
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We first prove Theorem 1.2. The key observation
here is that there holds a partial version of the Fubini theorem that can be used
to estimate the Hausdorff dimension of a set based on the dimensions of its slices.
The exact statement of the theorem is presented in Appendix A.
We begin with the following lemma, which is rephrased from [23, Theorem 1.1].
We refer the reader to [23] for its proof. In particular, the proof depends on the
core idea of good and bad measures that is recalled earlier in the sketch of the proof
of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let E Ă R2 be a compact set with dimHpEq ą 1 and τ P p0, 1q. Then,
(3.17)
dimHtx P R2 : dimHp∆xpEqq ă τu ď maxp2` 3τ ´ 3dimHpEq, 2´ dimHpEqq.
In particular, let E1 and E2 be subsets in R2 with dimHpE1q “ dimHpE2q ą 1, then
for all  ą 0, there exists E12 Ă E2 with dimHpE2zE12q ă dimHpE2q so that
(3.18) dimHp∆xpE1qq ě min
ˆ
4
3
dimHpE1q ´ 2
3
´ , 1
˙
, @x P E12.
Similarly as in the previous section, we have the following structural theorem
that allows one to extend the dimension estimates of pinned distance sets to pinned
tree sets. This theorem does not assume anything on the value of α.
Proposition 3.2. Let d ě 2. Suppose for all compact sets E1, E2 Ă Rd with
dimHpE1q “ dimHpE2q ą α0 ą 0, there exists E12 Ă E2 with dimHpE2zE12q ă
dimHpE2q so that
(3.19) dimHp∆xpE1qq ě γ “ γpdimHpE1q, dq, @x P E12.
Then, for all integers k ě 1, and all compact sets E1, E2 Ă Rd with dimHpE1q “
dimHpE2q ą α0, there exists E12 Ă E2 with dimHpE2zE12q ă dimHpE2q so that
(3.20) dimHpT kx pE1qq ě kγ, @x P E12,
for all k-trees T kv of a particular shape pinned at a particular vertex. In particular,
dimHpSkxpE1qq ě kγ, @x P E12.
It is easy to see that the second statement of Theorem 1.2 follows immediately
from (3.18) and Proposition 3.2 with E1 “ E2 and γ “ min
`
4
3dimHpE1q ´ 23 ´ , 1
˘
.
In order to prove the first statement of Theorem 1.2, one simply takes a sequence
tnu that converges to 0.
Before moving on to the proof of Proposition 3.2, we momentarily take this result
for granted and demonstrate the third assertion of Theorem 1.2, equation (1.3).
Given a compact set E, suppose 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 . Let E1, E2 be two disjoint
subsets of E, both with the same Hausdorff dimension as E. Let 0 ą 0 be a fixed
small parameter such that dimHpEq ´ 0 ą 1. Then, for all  ă 0, set
G1 “
"
x P E2 : dimHpT 1x pE1qq ě 43dimHpEq ´
2
3
´ 
*
.
By Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 applied to E1, E2 with k “ 1, dimHpE2zG1q ă
dimHpEq, which in particular implies dimHpG1q “ dimHpEq.
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Let dimHpEq ą α1 ą dimHpEq ´ 2 and choose G˜1 Ă G1 so that G˜1 is compact
and Hα1pG˜1q ą 0 (such a choice is possible, for instance, by Corollary 4.12 in [9]).
Then in particular, dimHpG˜1q ě α1, and for all x P G˜1,
dimHpT 1x pE1qq ě 43dimHpEq ´
2
3
´  ą 4
3
pdimHpEq ´ 0q ´ 2
3
.
Replacing pE1, E2q with pEp2q1 , G˜1q where Ep2q1 Ă E1 satisfies dimHpEp2q1 q “
dimHpG˜1q and repeating this process, one finds α2 so that dimHpG˜1q ´ 20 ă α2 ă
dimHpG˜1q and a compact set G˜2 Ă G˜1 satisfying
1. Hα2pG˜2q ą 0;
2. dimHpT 2x pE1qq ě dimHpT 2x pEp2q1 qq ě 4¨23 pdimHpEq ´ 0q ´ 2¨23 , @x P G˜2.
Continuing the process, there exists a sequence tαiu and a sequence of nested
compact sets tG˜iu satisfying
1. dimHpG˜i´1q ´ 2 ¨ 10´i`1 ă dimHpG˜i´1q;
2. G˜i Ă G˜i´1, HαipG˜iq ą 0;
3. dimHpT ixpE1qq ě dimHpT ixpEpiq1 qq ě 4i3 pdimHpEq ´ 0q ´ 2i3 , @x P G˜i.
This implies, in particular, that there exists a point x P E so that dimHpT kx pEqq ě
4k
3 pdimHpEq ´ 0q ´ 2k3 , for each integer k ě 1.
3.1.1. Proof of Proposition 3.2. For the sake of simplicity, we only prove the chain
case, as the general tree case can be treated in almost the same way with a slight
modification similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.1 in Section 2, which is left to
the interested reader.
We prove by induction. According to the assumption, the base case k “ 1 is
automatically true. Now, assume that the desired result holds for k´1. Let E1, E2
be the given sets in Rd with Hausdorff dimension m. Let E1,1, E1,2 Ă E1 be two
subsets of E1, so that dimHpE1,iq “ m, i “ 1, 2, and the distance between them is
positive. By properly shrinking E1, E2 without altering their dimension, one can
assume without loss of generality that the distance from E1,i to E2 is also positive,
i “ 1, 2.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists E11,2 Ă E1,2 so that dimHpE1,2zE11,2q ă
m (in particular, dimHpE11,2q “ m) and
dimHpSk´1y pE1,1qq ě pk ´ 1qγ, @y P E11,2.
Now, applying the assumption (i.e. the base case k “ 1) to the sets E11,2 and
E2, one can find E
1
2 Ă E2 satisfying dimHpE2zE12q ă m, and such that
dimHp∆xpE11,2qq ě γ, @x P E12.
Fix x P E12, and let B “ ∆kxpE1q and A “ ∆xpE11,2q. For all t0 P ∆xpE11,2q, let
Bt0 denote the slice of B at t0 in the first variable. Observe that
SkxpE1q Ą
 p|x´ x1|, . . . , |xk ´ xk`1|q : x1 P E11,2, x2, . . . , xk`1 P E1,1 distinct( .
Hence, one has for all t0 P A that
dimHpBt0q ě dimHpSk´1yt0 pE1,1qq ě pk ´ 1qγ,
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for some yt0 P E11,2 satisfying |yt0 ´ x| “ t0. Then, according to the Fubini-like
theorem Corollary A.3, this implies
dimHpBq ě pk ´ 1qγ ` dimHpAq ě pk ´ 1qγ ` γ “ kγ.
The proof is thus complete.
Remark 3.3. It is easy to see that, by following the same strategy as above, one
can prove other versions of the structural theorem concerning more general point
configurations, such as the kite in Proposition 1.5. Indeed, for a fixed x0 P E1,
set A :“ Ax0 “ tp|x0 ´ y1|, |y1 ´ y2|, |y2 ´ x0|q : y1, y2 P E1u Ă R3` and observe
that, for each pt1, t2, t3q P A, Bpt1,t2,t3q Ą S2y1pE2q, for some y1, y2 P E1 such thatp|x0 ´ y1|, |y1 ´ y2|, |y2 ´ x0|q “ pt1, t2, t3q. Hence, one can apply Corollary A.3
similarly as above to prove Proposition 1.5. We omit the details.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3, which
also relies on the Fubini-like theorem in Appendix A.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This proof has a similar flavor as the above, but will make
use of (3.17). It is direct to see that when k “ 1, the two bounds coincide with
(3.17).
Assume that the desired result holds for k ´ 1. More precisely, assume that for
any set E with dimHpEq ą 1, and τ P p0, τk´10 pdimHpEqqq with
τk0 pdimHpEqq “
#
4pk´1q
3 dimHpEq ` 5´2k3 , if 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 ,
k, if 54 ă dimHpEq ď 2,
there holds
(3.21)
dimHptx P R2 : dimHpSk´1x pEqq ă τuq ď maxpΓk´1pτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq,
where
Γkpτ,dimHpEqq :“
#
2k ` 3τ ` p1´ 4kqdimHpEq, if 1 ă dimHpEq ď 54 ,
5´ 3k ` 3τ ´ 3dimHpEq, if 54 ă dimHpEq ď 2.
Our goal is to show that for all τ P p0, τk0 q
dimHptx P R2 : dimHpSkxpEqq ă τuq ď maxpΓkpτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq.
In particular, it suffices to show that for all  ą 0,
dimHptx P R2 : dimHpSkxpEqq ă τuq ď maxpΓkpτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq ` .
First, consider the range dimHpEq ď 54 and fix τ P p0, 4pk´1q3 dimHpEq ` 5´2k3 q.
Fix  ą 0, it suffices to show that given any set F Ă R2 satisfying
(3.22) dimHpF q ą maxpΓkpτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq ` ,
there exists a point x P F such that dimHpSkxpEqq ě τ .
Without loss of generality, assume the distance between E,F is positive. By
setting maxpΓk´1pτ,dimHpEqq, 2 ´ dimHpEqq `  “ dimHpEq, the induction hy-
pothesis implies that there exists a subset E1 Ă E with the same dimension as E
so that
(3.23)
dimHpSk´1y pEqq ě min
ˆ
4pk ´ 1q
3
dimHpEq ´ 2pk ´ 1q
3
´ 
3
, k ´ 1
˙
, @y P E1.
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Define
τ1 :“
#
2
3dimHpEq ` 3 , if τ ď 4k´43 dimHpEq ´ 2k´23 ,
2k´2
3 ` τ ´ 4k´43 dimHpEq ` 3 , if τ ą 4k´43 dimHpEq ´ 2k´23 .
Note that the point here is to make sure that
maxpΓkpτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq `  “ maxpΓ1pτ1,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq.
Because of the bound of τ , one also has from the definition that τ1 P p0, 1q (by
letting  sufficiently small depending on τ). Note that this is the only place in the
proof where the bound of τ comes into play.
Recalling the definition of F , we have
dimHpF q ą maxpΓ1pτ1,dimHpE1qq, 2´ dimHpE1qq.
By assumption of the theorem, there thus exists a point x P F such that
dimHp∆xpE1qq ě τ1.
From the construction of E1, for all y P E1, (3.23) holds true. Letting B “ SkxpEq
and A “ ∆xpE1q, one sees that for all t0 P A, the slice of the set B at t0 in the first
variable satisfies
dimHpBt0q ědimHpSk´1yt0 pEqq
ěmin
ˆ
4pk ´ 1q
3
dimHpEq ´ 2pk ´ 1q
3
´ 
3
, k ´ 1
˙
“4pk ´ 1q
3
dimHpEq ´ 2pk ´ 1q
3
´ 
3
,
for some yt0 P E1 satisfying |x ´ yt0 | “ t0. Therefore, according to Corollary A.3,
one obtains
dimHpBq ě 4pk ´ 1q
3
dimHpEq ´ 2pk ´ 1q
3
´ 
3
` τ1 ě τ.
The proof of the first case is complete.
Second, assume dimHpEq ą 54 and τ P p0, kq. Again, the goal is to show that
there exists x P F so that dimHp∆kxpEqq ě τ . Same as before, the induction hypoth-
esis implies for each  ą 0 the existence of a set E1 Ă E which satisfies (3.23). Since
dimHpEq ą 54 , by taking  sufficiently small, one has in fact dimHp∆k´1y pEqq ě k´1,@y P E1. Now, let
τ1 :“
#
minp 23dimHpEq, 1q, if τ ď k ´ 1,
1´ k ` τ, if τ ą k ´ 1.
It is straightforward to check that τ1 P p0, 1q and
maxpΓkpτ,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq “ maxpΓ1pτ1,dimHpEqq, 2´ dimHpEqq.
Therefore, there is x P F so that dimHp∆xpE1qq ě τ1. Applying Corollary A.3
and arguing as above, one has
dimHpSkxpEqq ě k ´ 1` τ1 ě τ,
which completes the proof. 
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4. Chains/trees with prescribed gaps: Proof of Theorems 1.9, 1.11
In this section we study the dimension of set of chains/trees that have prescribed
gaps. Many of the upper bound estimates below extend the work of Eswarathasan–
Iosevich–Taylor [4] and Oberlin–Oberlin [24], where the case k “ 1, i.e. the unit
distance set, was considered (for slightly more restrictive classes of sets E). On
the other hand, we will also see below that sometimes the chain/tree cases display
very different properties compared to the distance case. For instance, in R2, when
0 ă α ď 1, the best known estimate for the unit distance set is
3α
2
ď g2pV S11 , αq ď min
ˆ
5α
3
,
αp2` αq
1` α
˙
,
according to [24]. However, the 2-chain set displays distinct features and we can
completely determine the value of g2pV S2~t , αq without first estimating the unit
distance set.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.9.
4.1.1. Upper bound. Let k ě 2 and E Ă Rd be a compact tδiu-discrete α-regular
set that is contained in the unit ball and has Hausdorff dimension α. Given any δi,
we will show that @ ą 0,
|Dδik | :“|tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q P Ek`1δi : tj ´ 2δi ď |xj ´ xj`1| ď tj ` 2δi, j “ 1, . . . , ku|
Àδpk`1qd´upk,d,αq´i ,
(4.24)
where
upk, d, αq :“
#
pk ` 1qα´ k, d`12 ď α ď d,
kd
2 ` α´ k2 , α ď d`12 .
Since Dδik contains the δi-neighborhood of V S
k
~t
pEq, estimate (4.24) would imply
that dimHpV Sk~t pEqq ď dimMpV Sk~t pEqq ď upk, d, αq, hence the desired upper bound
in Theorem 1.9 follows. Indeed, letting γ denote the lower Minkowski dimension
of V Sk~t pEq and taking δi sufficiently small, it follows that |Dδik | „ δ
pk`1qd´γ
i , where
| ¨ | denotes the Lebesgue measure. Thus, our goal is reduced to attaining an upper
bound, in terms of a power of δi, on |Dδik |. To simplify the notation, we will write
δ “ δi in the following.
Without loss of generality, assume that E “ ´E. Write Eδ “ E ` Bp0, δq and
define
At,δ :“ tx P Rd : t´ 2δ ď |x| ď t` 2δu.
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We re-write the set Dδk as follows:
|Dδk|
“
ż
Eδ
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Eδ
kź
i“1
χAti,δpxi ´ xi`1q dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxk`1
“
ż
Eδ
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Eδ
˜
k´1ź
i“1
χAti,δpxi ´ xi`1q
¸
χEδ ˚ χAtk,δpxkq dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxk
“
ż
Eδ
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Eδ
˜
k´2ź
i“1
χAti,δpxi ´ xi`1q
¸´
f1χEδ ˚ χAtk´1,δpxk´1q
¯
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxk´1
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xfk, χEδy,
where we have defined f1 “ χEδ ˚ χAtk,δ , and fn`1 “ pfnχEδq ˚ χAtk´n,δ , @2 ď n ď
k ´ 1.
The main estimate we will prove is the following L2 bound:
Lemma 4.1. Let f P L2pEδq, and t „ 1, δ ą 0 as before. Then for all  ą 0,
(4.25)
ˆż
Eδ
|pfχEδq ˚ χAt,δpxq|2 dx
˙1{2
ď Cδβpd,αq´
ˆż
Eδ
|fpxq|2 dx
˙1{2
,
where
βpd, αq :“
#
d´ α` 1, d`12 ď α ď d,
d`1
2 , α ď d`12 .
Note that a special case of this estimate when f “ 1 was obtained in [24]. We first
show how Lemma 4.1, implies the desired (4.24). Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, one has
xfk, χEδy “xpfk´1χEδq ˚ χAt1 ,δ, χEδy
ď
ˆż
Rd
|pfk´1χEδq ˚ χAt1,δpxq|2χEδpxq dx
˙1{2
|Eδ|1{2
ďCδβpd,αq´
ˆż
Rd
|fk´1pxq|2χEδpxq dx
˙1{2
|Eδ|1{2,
where we have applied (4.25) in the last step.
By applying (4.25) iteratively, one ultimately obtains
xfk, χEδy À δkpβpd,αq´q|Eδ| À δkpβpd,αq´q`d´α,
where we have recalled the definition of the tδiu-discrete α-set. Estimate (4.24)
thus follows immediately.
4.1.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1. We now turn to proving Lemma 4.1.
Let g be a testing function satisfying
ş |g|2χEδ “ 1, then it suffices to show that
(4.26)
ˇˇˇˇż
Eδ
“pfχEδq ˚ χAt,δ‰pxqgpxq dxˇˇˇˇ À δβpd,αq´ˆż
Eδ
|f |2
˙1{2
.
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Without loss of generality, assume both f and g are nonnegative. Let ρ be a
symmetric Schwartz function satisfying
(4.27) χBp0,Cq ď ρpxq ď
8ÿ
j“1
2´jdχBp0,2jq, χBp0,C1q ď |ρˆpξq| ď χBp0,2C1q,
and denote ρrpxq “ r´dρpxr q.
Then, ˇˇˇˇż “pfχEδq ˚ χAt,δ‰pxqgpxqχEδpxq dxˇˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇxpfχEδq ˚ pgχEδq, χAt,δyˇˇ
Àδ |xpfχEδq ˚ pgχEδq, ρδ ˚ ρδ ˚ σty| ,
where σt denotes the surface measure on the sphere in Rd of radius t (not nor-
malized). Recalling that t „ 1 and applying Plancherel, one has that the above is
bounded by
Àδ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq rpgχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq dξp1` |ξ|q d´12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ďδ
˜ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξp1` |ξ|q d´12
¸1{2
¨
˜ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
|rpgχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξp1` |ξ|q d´12
¸1{2
.
Hence, estimate (4.26) results from the following estimate.
Lemma 4.2. For f P L2pEδq,
(4.28)˜ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξp1` |ξ|q d´12
¸1{2
À δ βpd,αq´12 ´
ˆż
Eδ
|f |2
˙1{2
,
where
βpd, αq :“
#
d´ α` 1, d`12 ď α ď d,
d`1
2 , α ď d`12 .
This lemma follows from a slightly simpler statement:
Lemma 4.3. For f P L2pEδq,
(4.29)˜ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξpp1` |ξ|qqd´α
¸1{2
À δ d´α2 ´
ˆż
Eδ
|f |2
˙1{2
.
To see that Lemma 4.2 follows from Lemma 4.3, we notice that, when α ě d`12 ,
d ´ α ď d´12 , and the left-hand side of (4.28) is dominated (up to a constant) by
the left-hand side of (4.29). In the case that α ă d`12 , for |ξ| ď 2C
1
δ , we observe
that
1
|ξ|pd´1q{2 À
δα´
d`1
2
|ξ|d´α .
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Now, the left-hand-side of (4.28) is bounded above by δ
1
2 pα´ d`12 q times the expres-
sion on the left-hand-side of (4.29), and the Lemma follows.
4.1.3. Proof of Lemma 4.3. We will focus on the demonstration of Lemma 4.3 in
the rest of the subsection. For r ě δ, we first use interpolation to show that
(4.30) }fχEδ ˚ χBp0,rq}L2 À r
d`α
2 δ
d´α
2 }f}L2pEδq.
Observe that
}fχEδ ˚ χBp0,rq}L8 “ sup
xPEδ
ˇˇˇˇż
fpyqχEδXBpx,rqpyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ď}f}L8pEδq |Eδ XBpx, rq|
ď}f}L8pEδq rαδd´α,
where we have used the assumption that E is tδiu-discrete α-regular in the last
line.
Also, observe that
}fχEδ ˚ χBp0,rq}L1pEδq “
ż ˇˇˇˇż
fpyqχEδpyqχBpx,rqpx´ yqdy
ˇˇˇˇ
dx
ď}f}L1pEδq |Bp0, rq|
ď}f}L1pEδq rd.
Interpolating these two estimates yields (4.30) (see, Riesz-Thorin interpolation
theorem in [31]).
Next, by the definition of ρ, for r ě δ, we see that whenever α ă d,
}fχEδ ˚ ρr}L2 À
8ÿ
j“1
2´j
pd´αq
2 }f}L2pEδq r
α´d
2 δ
d´α
2
À}f}L2pEδq
ˆ
δ
r
˙ d´α
2
.
(4.31)
(The case α “ d is implied by the second trivial upper bound given in Remark
1.10.)
It is a direct consequence of (4.27) that, if |ξ| ď C1r , then | pρδpξq| ď | pρrpξq| (In-
deed, | pρrpξq| “ |pρprξq| ě χBp0,C1qprξq = 1, and when |ξ| ď 2C1δ , | pρδpξq| “ |pρpδξq| ď
χBp0,2C1qpδξq).
It follows thatż
C1
2rď|ξ|ďC1r
|pfχEδ ˚ ρδq^pξq|2 dξ ď
ż
C1
2rď|ξ|ďC1r
|pfχEδ ˚ ρrqq^pξq|2 dξ
À}f}2L2pEδq
ˆ
δ
r
˙pd´αq
.
(4.32)
With the estimates above in tow, we turn to estimating the left-hand-side of
(4.29): ˜ż
Bp0, 2C1δ q
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξp1` |ξ|qd´α
¸1{2
,
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where the integration domain comes from the assumption that |pρpδξq| ď χBp0,2C1qpδξq.
We consider the integral over the set t|ξ| ą C 1u and t|ξ| ď C 1u separately. We haveÿ
t1ď2jď 1δ u
ż
t2jă |ξ|
C1ď2j`1u
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξp1` |ξ|qd´α
À
ÿ
t1ď2jď 1δ u
}f}2L2pEδq
`
δ2j
˘pd´αq
2´jpd´αq
À }f}2L2pEδqδd´α logp1{δq,
where we used (4.32) with r “ 2´pj`1q.
While,ż
t|ξ|ďC1u
|rpfχEδq ˚ ρδs^ pξq|2 dξ À} ppfχEδq ˚ ρδq^ }2L8 À } pfχEδq^ }2L8
À}fχEδ }2L1 À }f}2L2pEδq ¨ |Eδ| À }f}2L2pEδqδd´α,
where we used Cauchy-Schwarz in the second to last step and the definition of
tδiu-discrete α-regular in the last. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
4.1.4. Lower bound. Let k ě 2 and d ě 2. Let ~t “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkq P Rk` denote
arbitrary prescribed gaps. We demonstrate the existence of a tδiu-discrete α-regular
set E Ă Rd of Hausdorff dimension α, so that the Hausdorff dimension of V Sk~t pEq
is at least pk ` 1qα ´ k. Note that, when α ě d`12 , the upper bound and lower
bound for gdpV Sk~t , αq match. For this reason, we only state the result for this range,
although the following example works for any value α P p1, dq.
For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the case k “ 2 and assume t1 ď t2.
The following example is adapted from [24], where the k “ 1 case was studied. Let
C Ă Bp0, t12 q Ă Rd´1 be an AD regular set with Hausdorff dimension γ ě 0. Define
E “ C ˆ r0, 4t2s Ă Rd and α :“ γ ` 1. Then it is easy to see that dimHpEq “ α
and E is tδiu-discrete α-regular. One also has
V S2pt1,t2qpEq “
!
pc1, s1; c2, s2; c3, s3q : ci P C, si P r0, 4t2s,
|s1 ´ s2| “
b
t21 ´ |c1 ´ c2|2, |s2 ´ s3| “
b
t22 ´ |c2 ´ c3|2
)
.
With any c1, c2, c3, s1 fixed such that c1, c2, c3 are distinct, at least a s2 P r0, 4t2s
will be determined, which will in turn determine at least a s3 P r0, 4t2s. Therefore,
dimHpV S2pt1,t2qpEqq ě dimHpC ˆ C ˆ Cq ` 1 ě 3γ ` 1 “ 3α´ 2.
In general, it is an easy deduction to extend this example to longer chains to show
that
dimHpV Sk~t pEqq ě dimHpC ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cq ` 1 ě pk ` 1qα´ k.
The proof of Theorem 1.9 is complete.
Note that both the above upper and lower estimates extend to general trees.
Indeed, following the iterative scheme introduced in [17] for trees, one can apply
the L2 estimate in Lemma 4.1 to obtain the upper bound. A similar construction
as in the example above will produce the matching lower bound, where one still
fixes distinct c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ck`1 first together with the si corresponding to the root of the
tree. We omit the details.
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.11.
4.2.1. Upper bound: Let d ě 4, α ď td2 u ´ 1, and fix ~t P Rk` with ti „ 1, @i. It is
easy to see from the assumption that gdpV Sk~t , αq ď pk ` 1qα.
Indeed, for any set E Ă Rd that is tδiu-discrete α-regular and is contained in
the unit ball, one has |Eδi | À δd´αi . Hence, the δi-neighborhood of V Sk~t pEq, being
contained in Eδi ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Eδi , has Lebesgue measure bounded by δpk`1qpd´αqi . This
in particular shows that
dimHpV Sk~t pEqq ď dimMpV Sk~t pEqq ď pk ` 1qd´ pk ` 1qpd´ αq “ pk ` 1qα.
4.2.2. Lower bound: Let d ě 4 and α ď td2 u ´ 1. To see the lower bound, we
consider the following example, which is inspired by the well-known orthogonal-
circles example for the unit distance problem in d ě 4 (for instance, see [20]).
Assume d is even. Note that one can always reduce to this case by recalling gd`1 ě
gd. For the sake of simplicity, assume t1 ď t2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk.
We first iteratively choose sets K1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Kk Ă R d2 . More precisely, let s1 “ t1
and K1 be an AD regular subset of s1S
d
2´1 Ă R d2 so that dimHpK1q “ α, where
s1S
d
2´1 denotes the sphere in R d2 of radius s1 centered at the origin. Let s2 ą 0
be such that
s21
2 ` s
2
2
2 “ t22 (which is possible since t2 ě t1). Choose K2 to be an
AD regular subset of s2S
d
2´1 Ă R d2 . In general, for 2 ď i ď k, Ki is an AD regular
subset of siS
d
2´1 Ă R d2 so that dimHpKiq “ α, where si ą 0 satisfies
s2i´1
2
` s
2
i
2
“ t2i .
It is easy to see that one indeed has si ą 0, because from the previous step one has
s2i´1
2 ă t2i´1 ď t2i .
Now, define a set
E “
"´ yi?
2
, 0
¯
P R d2 ˆ R d2 : yi P Ki, for some i
*
ď"´
0,
yi?
2
¯
P R d2 ˆ R d2 : yi P Ki, for some i
*
.
It is straightforward to check that E Ă Rd is tδiu-discrete α-regular and has Haus-
dorff dimension α. We claim that dimHpV Sk~t pEqq ě pk ` 1qα.
To see this, take the case that k is odd as an example. One observes that V Sk~t pEq
contains the following set as a subset:"ˆ´ y˜1?
2
, 0
¯
,
´
0,
y1?
2
¯
,
´ y2?
2
, 0
¯
,
´
0,
y3?
2
¯
, . . . ,
´
0,
yk?
2
¯˙
: y˜1 P K1, yi P Ki, @i
*
.
(In the case that k is even, one has a similar result with the last component in the set
above replaced by
´
yk?
2
, 0
¯
.) Therefore, it implies that dimHpV Sk~t pEqq ě pk` 1qα,
and the proof of the d ě 4 case of Theorem 1.11 is complete.
Note that one can easily make the chains obtained above non-degenerate without
lowering the dimension of the chain set. Moreover, the above argument extends to
general trees with lengths of edges satisfying certain conditions. However, the
method fails in certain cases, for instance, the case of 3-chain of gaps p1, 2, 1q. In
the discrete setting, a similar issue also exists. In fact, in the discrete setting, it is
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known that when d “ 4, the orthogonal-circles example is essentially the only type
of sharp example for the unit distance problem, which seems to suggest that the
lower bound for certain chains may be very difficult to obtain.
4.2.3. Upper bound: The case d “ 2, 0 ă α ď 1, k “ 2. In R2, assume that
0 ă α ď 1, we can completely determine the value of g2pV S2~t , αq. Note that even
though the argument below extends to longer chains, we are unable to find matching
upper and lower bounds when k ě 3.
First, we prove that g2pV S2~t , αq ď 2α. To see this, fix a set E Ă R2 that is
tδiu-discrete α-regular and gaps ~t “ pt1, t2q P R2`. Note that for any fixed pair of
points x1, x3 P E, the circles Spx1, t1q and Spx3, t2q intersect at at most two points
p, q P E. Therefore, the map px1, x2, x3q ÞÑ px1, x3q from V S2~t pEq to E ˆ E is at
most 2-to-1, hence
dimHpV S2~t pEqq ď dimHpE ˆ Eq ď dimMpE ˆ Eq ď 2α.
Here, the last inequality follows from the assumption that E is tδiu-discrete α-
regular (which implies |Eδi | À δ2´αi , @i).
4.2.4. Lower bound: The case d “ 2, 0 ă α ď 1, k “ 2. Next, we prove that
g2pV S2~t , αq ě 2α by constructing a sharp example, which is inspired by a construc-
tion studied in [26]. Given gaps ~t “ pt1, t2q P R2`, for i “ 1, 2, let Ei be an AD
regular subset of tiS
1 so that dimHpEiq “ α, where tiS1 denotes the circle of radius
ti centered at the origin. In the case that t1 “ t2, choose E1, E2 that are disjoint.
Take another AD regular set E3 that contains the origin with dimHpE3q “ α, and
define E “ E1 Y E2 Y E3. It is easy to see that dimHpEq “ α, E is tδiu-discrete
α-regular, and
V S2~t pEq Ą tpx, 0, yq : x P E1, y P E2u.
Hence,
dimHpV S2~t pEqq ě dimHpE1q ` dimHpE2q “ 2α.
The proof of this last case of Theorem 1.11 is complete.
5. Triangles with prescribed gaps: Proof of Theorem 1.14
5.1. The large α case: Let d ě 3 and ti „ 1. In this section, we prove the bound
gdpV Tri~t, αq ď
#
3α´ 3, 2d3 ` 1 ď α ď d,
d` 3α2 ´ 32 , 0 ă α ď 2d3 ` 1.
The proof strategy is adapted from that of Theorem 1.9, but in the triangle case,
one cannot expect to do iteration. Instead, we will directly prove an L2 bound that
is adapted to the triangle case, which involves an estimate of the Fourier transform
of the surface measure of a surface that is not the sphere anymore.
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To begin with, let E be a tδiu-discrete α-regular set with dimHpEq “ α. Without
loss of generality, assume that E “ ´E. We aim to prove that for all i,
|Dδi | :“|tpx, y, zq P E3δi : t1 ´ 2δi ď |x´ y| ď t1 ` 2δi,
t2 ´ 2δi ď |y ´ z| ď t2 ` 2δi, t3 ´ 2δi ď |x´ z| ď t3 ` 2δiu|
Àδ3d´γpd,αq´i ,
(5.33)
where
γpd, αq :“
#
3α´ 3, 2d3 ` 1 ď α ď d,
d` 3α2 ´ 32 , α ď 2d3 ` 1.
Again, we denote δ “ δi for the sake of simplicity.
It is direct to see that
|Dδ| “
ż
Eδ
ż
Eδ
ż
Eδ
χAt1,δpy ´ xqχAt2,δpz ´ yqχAt3,δpx´ zq dxdydz
„
ż ż ż
χEδpzqχEδpz ` xqχEδpz ` yqχS~t,δpx, yq dxdydz,
where S~t,δ denotes the δ-neighborhood of the surface
S~t :“ tpx, yq P Rd ˆ Rd : |x| “ t1, |y| “ t2, |x´ y| “ t3u.
Let ρ be the symmetric Schwartz function on Rd introduced above in (4.27), and
set ρrpxq “ r´dρpxr q. Then, one has
χS~t,δpx, yq À δ3pρδ b ρδq ˚ σS~tpx, yq “ δ3
ż ż
ρδpx´ uqρδpy ´ vq dσS~tpu, vq,
where σS~tpx, yq denotes the surface measure of S~t. Therefore,
|Dδ| À δ3
ż ż ˆż
χEδpzqχEδpz ` xqχEδpz ` yq dz
˙
pρδ b ρδq ˚ σS~tpx, yq dxdy.
With x, y fixed, the inner integral isż
χEδpzqχEδpz ` xqχEδpz ` yq dz
“
ż ż ż ż
χˆEδpξqχˆEδpηqχˆEδpζqeirpz,z,zq`px,y,0qs¨pξ,η,ζq dξdηdζdz.
Hence,
|Dδ| Àδ3
ż ż ż ż
χˆEδpξqχˆEδpηqχˆEδpζqeipz,z,zq¨pξ,η,ζq¨
σˆS~tp´ξ,´ηqρˆδp´ξqρˆδp´ηq dξdηdζdz
“δ3
ż ż
χˆEδpξqχˆEδpηqχˆEδp´ξ ´ ηqσˆS~tp´ξ,´ηqρˆδp´ξqρˆδp´ηq dξdη.
In the last step above, we have used the observation thatż
eipz,z,zq¨pξ,η,ζq dz “ δ0pξ ` η ` ζq,
where δ0 denotes the Dirac δ function at the origin.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1.9, we will estimate the above integral by
decomposing it into single scales. At each single scale, one assumes |ξ| ` |η| „ C2jδ ,
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where 12 ď 2j ď 1δ . Observe that in this case, at least two of |ξ|, |η|, |ξ ` η| are
„ C2jδ .
To see why it suffices to reduce to the range 12 ď 2j ď 1δ , one observes that
2j ě 12 follows from |ξ| ` |η| À Cδ , which is a consequence of the Fourier decay
property of ρδ and t „ 1. On the other hand, 2j ď 1δ follows from |ξ| ` |η| ě C.
This is because the integral above over the domain |ξ| ` |η| ď C can be trivially
bounded by
|Eδ|3}σS~t}L1 À δ3pd´αq,
which implies that the contribution of this part to |Dδ| is bounded by δ3d´p3α´3q
as desired. (Note that the case for α ă 2d3 ` 1 then also trivially follows since in
that range one has 3α´ 3 ă d` 3α2 ´ 32 .)
In the following, we discuss two sub-cases for the single scale |ξ|`|η| „ C2jδ , with
the first one being the main case.
5.1.1. Case |ξ| „ |η| „ C2jδ . By symmetry and dropping the δ3 for now, it suffices
to estimate
(5.34)
ż ż
|ξ|„|η|„ C
2jδ
χˆEδpξqχˆEδpηqχˆEδpξ ` ηqσˆS~tpξ, ηqρˆδpξqρˆδpηq dξdη.
We will be using the following estimate, slightly generalizing Lemma 2.3 of [16]:
Lemma 5.1. Let S~t be the surface defined above, and let θ denote the angle between
the t1-side and the t2-side of the triangle. Suppose |ξ| „ |η|, then
|σˆS~tpξ, ηq| À~t
ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´ 12
|ξ|´pd´2qpsinxξ, ηyq´ d´22 ,
where gθ P Opdq is some rotation by θ and xξ, ηy denotes the angle between ξ, η.
The proof of the lemma follows exactly the same lines as [16, Lemma 2.3], where
the equilateral triangle case was discussed. We omit the proof of the general case.
Applying this lemma, one obtains
p5.34q Àp2jδqd´2
ż ż
|ξ|„|η|„ C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξq||χˆEδpηq||χˆEδpξ ` ηq||ρˆδpξqρˆδpηq|¨ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´ 12
psinxξ, ηyq´ d´22 dξdη
“p2jδqd´2
ż ż
|ξ|„|η|„ C
2jδ
| {χEδ ˚ ρδpξq|| {χEδ ˚ ρδpηq||χˆEδpξ ` ηq|¨ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´ 12
psinxξ, ηyq´ d´22 dξdη.
We claim that for any fixed η,
(5.35)
ż
|ξ|„ C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξ ` ηq|
ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´ 12
psinxξ, ηyq´ d´22 dξ À 2j α´2d`12 δ 1´α2 ,
and similarly, when ξ is fixed,
(5.36)
ż
|η|„ C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξ ` ηq|
ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´ 12
psinxξ, ηyq´ d´22 dη À 2j α´2d`12 δ 1´α2 .
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Assume (5.35) and (5.36) for now, then by Schur’s test, one obtains
p5.34q Àp2jδqd´22j α´2d`12 δ 1´α2
ż
|ξ|„ C
2jδ
| {χEδ ˚ ρδpξq|2 dξ
Àp2jδqd´22j α´2d`12 δ 1´α2 2jpα´dqδd´α “ p2jδq 3α2 ´d´ 32 δ3d´3α,
where the second inequality follows from the L2 estimate used above in the proof
of Theorem 1.9, more precisely from (4.31).
When α ě 2d3 `1, since 2jδ ď 1, one has p2jδq
3α
2 ´d´ 32 ď 1, hence the contribution
of this case to |Dδ| is bounded by
À δ3
ÿ
1
2ď2jď 1δ
δ3d´3α ď logp1
δ
qδ3d´p3α´3q,
which matches the desired estimate. When α ă 2d3 ` 1, one has
p5.34q À p2jδq 3α2 ´d´ 32 δ3d´3α “ p2jq 3α2 ´d´ 32 δ2d´ 3α2 ´ 32 .
Since α ă 2d3 ` 1, the sum over j converges, therefore, the contribution of this case
to |Dδ| is bounded by
À δ3δ2d´ 3α2 ´ 32 “ δ3d´pd` 3α2 ´ 32 q,
which completes the proof of this case.
It remains to prove estimates (5.35) and (5.36). We only prove (5.35) below,
as the other one can be obtained in the same way after a change of variable ξ ÞÑ
t1
t2
g´θpξq. By Cauchy-Schwarz, one has (5.35) bounded by˜ż
|ξ|„ C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξ ` ηq|2 dξ
¸1{2 ˜ż
|ξ|„ C
2jδ
ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ` t2
t1
gθpηq
ˇˇˇˇ´1
psinxξ, ηyq´pd´2q dξ
¸1{2
.
According to Lemma 2.3 of [16], and observing that the same bound holds true in
the case of general triangles, the second factor is bounded by p C2jδ q
´1`d
2 .
The first factor can be estimated similarly as above. Since |ξ| „ |η| „ C2jδ , after
a change of variable, one hasż
|ξ|„ C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξ ` ηq|2 dξ À
ż
|ξ|À C
2jδ
|χˆEδpξq|2 dξ À
ż
|ξ|À C
2jδ
| {χEδ ˚ ρrpξq|2 dξ,
which follows from the choice r „ 2jδ and the property ρˆrpξq “ ρˆprξq Á 1 when
|ξ| À C2jδ . According to (4.31) (also see estimate (2.11) of [24]), the above is further
À }χEδ ˚ ρr}2L2 À rα´dδ2pd´αq “ 2jpα´dqδd´α.
Therefore, one obtains
p5.35q À 2j α´d2 δ d´α2 p2jδq 1´d2 “ 2j α´2d`12 δ 1´α2 ,
and the proof of the first case is complete.
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5.1.2. Case |ξ| „ |ξ ´ η| „ C2jδ . The second case can be reduced to the first case
above by making use of the symmetry of the surface measure σS~t . Such an argument
in the equilateral triangle case was derived in [16] for the study of a related problem,
and we only sketch the general case here for the sake of completeness.
For any px0, y0q such that ∆x00y0 forms a triangle of sidelengths t1, t2, t3 (to be
more specific, we assume |x0| “ t1, |y0| “ t2, and |x0 ´ y0| “ t3). One observes
that ż
fpx, yqdσS~tpx, yq “
ż
Opdq
fpgx0, gy0q dg,
where Opdq denotes the orthogonal group in Rd and dg denotes the normalized
Haar measure on Opdq. A direct computation shows that
σˆS~tpξ, ηq “
ż
e´2piipgpy
0´x0q¨p´ξq`gy0¨pξ`ηqq dg.
Observe that ∆py0´x0q0y0 is a triangle with a permutation of the original three
sides. Write ~s :“ pt3, t2, t1q, then the point py0 ´ x0, y0q P S~s. One thus has
σˆS~tpξ, ηq “ σˆS~sp´ξ, ξ ` ηq. Therefore, by a change of variable ζ “ ξ ` η, one can
reduce the estimate to the first case above (with |ξ| „ |ζ| „ C2jδ and a new surface
S~s). The estimate in the first case obviously still holds for the surface S~s, hence
the proof is complete.
5.2. The large α case, d “ 2. As discussed in the introduction, when α ď 74 ,
the upper estimate follows from the corresponding bounds for the unit distance
problem, obtained in [24, Theorem 1.3]. Therefore, in this subsection, it suffices to
prove that g2pV Tri~t, αq ď 3α´ 3 if α ě 74 .
Note that the argument in the previous section regarding the d ě 3 case still
works when d “ 2. (One does need to slightly change the argument in Section
5.1.2, where the rotation symmetry only holds after decomposing the surface S~t to
two parts.) However, in order to obtain the upper bound 3α ´ 3 for α ě 74 , the
argument fails to be sufficient.
Below we adapt a method originated in [12].
Recall from the previous subsection that, letting Dδ be as in (5.33), one has
|Dδ| “
ż
Eδ
ż
Eδ
ż
Eδ
χAt1,δpy ´ xqχAt2,δpz ´ yqχAt3,δpx´ zq dxdydz.
Let σt denote the surface measure on the circle of radius t in R2 and σδt :“ σt ˚ ρδ.
Then, one has that
|Dδ| À δ3
ż ż ż
χEδ˚ρδpxqχEδ˚ρδpyqχEδ˚ρδpzqσδt1py´xqσδt2pz´yqσδt3px´zq dxdydz.
In general, define
Λδ~t pf1, f2, f3q :“
ż ż ż
σδt1py ´ xqσδt2pz ´ yqσδt3px´ zqf1pxqf2pyqf3pzq dxdydz.
Then one has |Dδ| À δ3Λδ~t pχEδ ˚ ρδ, χEδ ˚ ρδ, χEδ ˚ ρδq.
Define fβδ pxq :“ χEδ ˚ ρδ ˚ | ¨ |´2`βpxq (initially defined for Repβq ą 0 and is
extended to the complex plane by analytic continuation). Then one has χEδ ˚ ρδ „
f0δ . In the following, we will only be interested in the range Repβq ď 14 . Note that
fβδ P L2pR2q, which follows from Plancherel and properties of ρδ, as well as estimate
(4.31) (with f “ 1).
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Now, define F pβq :“ Λδ~t pf´βδ , χEδ ˚ ρδ, fβδ q “: xBpf´βδ , χEδ ˚ ρδq, fβδ y, where the
bilinear operator
Bpg, hq :“
ż ż
gpx´ uqhpx´ vqσδapuqσδb pvqσδpu´ vq dudv.
Here, we have rescaled the triangle to make it have side lengths pa, b, 1q, where
0 ă a, b À 1. Our main estimate is the following.
Lemma 5.2. Let α ě 74 . Then for all β satisfying ´ 14 ď Repβq ď 14 , we have
|F pβq| À δ3p2´αq´.
It is easy to see that the lemma would imply that |Dδ| À δ3F p0q À δ3`3p2´αq´,
which would imply that dimHpVTri~t, αq ď 3α´ 3 when α ě 74 .
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Note that each input function in F pβq has compact support,
hence one has a trivial upper bound of F pβq. According to the Three Line Lemma,
it suffices to check the desired bound at Repβq “ ˘ 14 . Furthermore, it suffices to
study the Repβq “ 14 case, since by interchanging the role of the first and the third
input in F pβq, the other case is symmetric.
One first observes, by taking the modulus in the definition, that |fβδ | À fRepβqδ ,
which implies that
|F pβq| À xBpf´Repβqδ , χEδ˚ρδq, fRepβqδ y À }Bpf´Repβqδ , χEδ˚ρδq}L1pR2q}fRepβqδ }L8pR2q.
It is proved in [12, Theorem 3.1] that
B : L2´β1pR2q ˆ L2´β2pR2q Ñ L1pR2q, if β1 ` β2 “
1
2
, β1, β2 ě 0,
with constant independent of δ. Here, }f}2L2s :“
ş |fˆpξq|2p1 ` |ξ|q2s dξ. Combined
with the above, this further implies when Repβq “ 14 that
|F pβq| À }f´ 14δ }L2´ 3
8
}χEδ ˚ ρδ}L2´ 1
8
}f 14δ }L8 .
Then the desired bound easily follows from Lemma 5.3 and 5.4 below. 
Lemma 5.3. If α ě 74 , then }f
1
4
δ }L8pR2q À δ2´α´.
Proof. By assumption on ρδ and definition of f
β
δ , one has
}f 14δ }L8pR2q ď }χEδ ˚ | ¨ |´2`
1
4 }L8}ρδ}L1 À sup
x
ż
χEδpyq|x´ y|´ 74 dy.
Fix any x P R2, one has from the trivial estimate thatż
|x´y|Á1
χEδpyq|x´ y|´ 74 dy À |Eδ| À δ2´α.
For the other part, we decompose the integral asż
|x´y|À1
χEδpyq|x´ y|´ 74 dy À
8ÿ
k“1
2
7
4k
ż
|x´y|„2´k
χEδpyq dy.
If 2´k ě δ, by the tδiu-discrete α-regular assumption,ż
|x´y|„2´k
χEδpyq dy À 2´kαδ2´α.
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If 2´k ă δ, one simply uses ş|x´y|„2´k χEδpyq dy À 2´2k. Combining the two cases
together, one obtainsż
|x´y|À1
χEδpyq|x´ y|´ 74 dy
À
logpδ´1qÿ
k“1
2
7
4k2´kαδ2´α `
8ÿ
k“logpδ´1q
2
7
4k2´2k À δ2´α´.

Lemma 5.4. If α ě 74 , then }f´
1
4
δ }L2´ 3
8
pR2q, }χEδ ˚ ρδ}L2´ 1
8
pR2q À δ2´α´.
Proof. By definition and Fourier inversion, one has
}χEδ ˚ ρδ}2L2´ 1
8
pR2q À
ż
|χˆEδ |2pξq|ξ|´ 14 dξ „
ż
Eδ
ż
Eδ
|x´ y|´ 74 dxdy.
Applying the bound in Lemma 5.3 for each fixed x, one has the integral on the
right hand side above is
À |Eδ| ¨ δ2´α´ À δ2p2´αq´.
The other term can be estimated similarly.
}f´ 14δ }2L2´ 3
8
pR2q À
ż ˇˇˇ
pf´ 14δ q^pξq
ˇˇˇ2 |ξ|´ 34 dξ À ż |χˆEδ |2pξq|ξ|´ 14 dξ.
Hence, the desired bound follows in the same way as above. 
5.3. The small α case, d ě 6. In this section, we restrict to the case d ě 6 and
α ď td3 u´1, and our goal is to prove that gdpV Tri~t, αq “ 3α, whenever ~t “ pt1, t2, t3q
forms an acute triangle. The upper bound is trivial, hence it suffices to find an
example establishing the lower bound.
Since gd`1 ě gd, it suffices to consider the case that d is an integer multiple of
3. Since the triangle is acute, there exist A,B,C ą 0 satisfying
A`B “ t21, , B ` C “ t22, C `A “ t23.
Let KA Ă A1{2S d3´1 be an AD regular set of Hausdorff dimension α, and similarly
define KB Ă B1{2S d3´1,KC Ă C1{2S d3´1. Define the set E “ EAYEB YEC where
EA :“ tpx, 0, 0q P R d3 ˆ R d3 ˆ R d3 : x P KAu,
EB :“ tp0, x, 0q P R d3 ˆ R d3 ˆ R d3 : x P KBu,
EC :“ tp0, 0, xq P R d3 ˆ R d3 ˆ R d3 : x P KCu.
Then, it is easy to see that any three points in EA, EB , EC form a triangle of
the given sidelength t1, t2, t3. Therefore, dimHpV Tri~tpEqq ě 3α.
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6. Phong-Stein condition: Proof of Theorem 1.19
Let k ě 1 and E Ă Rd be a compact tδiu-discrete α-regular set that is contained
in the unit ball and has Hausdorff dimension α. Assume that ~t “ pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkq P Rk`
and ti „ 1, i “ 1, . . . , k. Define
Dδk,φ :“ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk`1q : |φpxi, xi`1q ´ ti| ď δ for each i “ 1, . . . , ku,
where φ is as in the statement of Theorem 1.19. Note that we have suppressed the
subscript ~t to keep the notation more concise.
Given any i, we will show that @ ą 0,
(6.37) |Dδik,φ| À δpk`1qd´upk,d,αq´i ,
where
upk, d, αq :“
#
pk ` 1qα´ k, d`12 ď α ď d,
kd
2 ` α´ k2 , α ď d`12 .
Since Dδik,φ contains the δi-neighborhood of V S
k
φpEq, estimate (6.37) implies that
dimMpV SkφpEqq ď upk, d, αq, where dimM denotes the lower Minkowski dimension,
hence the desired upper bound in Theorem 1.19 follows. We write δ “ δi below.
Letting Ψ : R Ñ R and Ψ0 : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R denote non-negative smooth bump
functions centered at the origin in R and R2d respectively, the pk`1q-fold Lebesuge
measure of Dδk,φ is comparable to
(6.38)
ż
Eδ
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Eδ
kź
i“1
Ψ
ˆ
φpxi, xi`1q ´ ti
δ
˙
Ψ0pxi, xi`1q dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxk`1.
Setting
(6.39) Tfpxq :“ T δφpfqpxq :“ 1δ
ż
fpyqΨ
ˆ
φpx, yq ´ t
δ
˙
Ψ0px, yq dy,
we have
(6.40) |Dδk,φ| „ δk
ż
Eδ
T pχEδfk´1qpxq dx,
where we set f0pxq “ χEδpxq and fipxq “ T pfi´1χEδqpxq, for i P t1, . . . , ku, and we
drop the dependence on t as it does not change the calculation.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we have
(6.41) |Dδk,φ| À δk|Eδ|1{2
ˆż
Eδ
|T pχEδfk´1qpxq|2 dx
˙1{2
.
To bound this expression, we recall that our assumption on E guarantees that
|Eδ| À δd´α, and we then iteratively apply the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. With T as in (6.39), and with φ satisfying (1.9) and (1.10), we haveˆż
Eδ
|T pfpxqq|2 dx
˙1{2
ď Cδβpd,αq´1´
ˆż
Eδ
|fpxq|2 dx
˙1{2
,
where
βpd, αq ´ 1 :“
#
d´ α, d`12 ď α ď d,
d´1
2 , α ď d`12 .
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Applying the Lemma k-times to the right-hand-side of (6.41), we obtain
δk|Eδ|1{2δkpβpd,αq´1q|Eδ|1{2 À δk`pd´αq`kpβpd,αq´1q,
which agrees with (6.37).
We rely on the following Theorem, due to Phong and Stein [25], which is stated
here without proof.
Theorem 6.2. Let T δφ be defined as above with φ satisfying assumptions (1.9) and
(1.10). Then
T δφ : L
2pRdq Ñ L2d´1
2
pRdq with constants independent of δ,
where L2γpRdq denotes the Sobolev space of functions with γ (generalized) derivatives
in L2pRdq.
6.1. Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let g be a nonnegative test function in L2pEδq. It
suffices to show that
xT pfχEδq, gχEδy À δpβpd,αq´1q}f}L2pEδq ¨ }g}L2pEδq.
Let ρ be as in (4.27) and denote ρrpxq “ r´dρ
`
x
r
˘
. Since fχEδpxq À pfχEcδq˚ρcδpxq,
for f non-negative and continuous, where c ą 0 is an absolute constant, we can
bound the left-hand-side of this expression by
(6.42) xT ppfχEcδq ˚ ρcδq, pgχEcδq ˚ ρcδy.
For ease of notation, we write this as
xTF,Gy,
where we set F :“ Fδ “ pfχEδq ˚ ρδ, G :“ Gδ “ pgχEδq ˚ ρδ, and dropped the
subscript c.
Let η0pξq and η be smooth cut-off functions such that η0 is supported in the ball
t|ξ| ă 4u, η is supported in the annulus t1{2 ď |ξ| ď 4u, and η0pξq`řj ηp2´jξq ” 1.
Set ηjp¨q “ ηp2´j ¨q. For f P L2pdxq, define yPjf , the classical Littlewood-Paley
projection (see, for instance, [31] pages 241-243), by the relationyPjf “ pf ¨ ηp2´j ¨q.
Let Pj and Pk be Littlewood-Paley operators. Now
xTF,Gy ď
8ÿ
k,j“0
|xT pPjF q, PkGy| .
Applying Parseval’s identity,
„
8ÿ
k,j“0
|xpT pPjF qq^, pPkGq^y| .
Since ηk „ pηkq2, we can write
„
8ÿ
k,j“0
|xpPk pT pPjF qqq^, pPkGq^y| .
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From the second term in this inner product, we see that the sum in k is re-
stricted to 2k ď C 1δ . Indeed, recalling that zPkGpξq “ pPk rpgχEδq ˚ ρδsq^ pξq “
ηp2´kξqpgχEδq^pξqpρpδξq, it follows that 2k À 1δ . We will see below that we may
also restrict to summing over j so that 2j À 1δ .
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we have
xTF,Gy À
8ÿ
j“0
ÿ
2kÀ 1δ
}pPk pT pPjF qq^}L2pEδq ¨ }pPkGq^}L2pEδq.
The second term was handled in the proof of Theorem 1.9, and it can be easily
deduced from Lemma 4.3 that it is bounded by
`
2kδ
˘ pd´αq
2 }g}L2pEδq. Now
(6.43) xTF,Gy À
8ÿ
j“0
ÿ
2kÀ 1δ
}pPkpT pPjF qqq^}L2pEδq ¨
`
2kδ
˘ pd´αq
2 }g}L2pEδq.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to bounding the first term in the
summand. For K P N, to be determined, we handle the case when |j ´ k| ď K and
|j ´ k| ą K separately.
Case 1: |j ´ k| ď K: Write
(6.44)
ż
|pPkpT pPjF qqq^pξq|2 dξ „ 2´kpd´1q
ż
|ξ|„2k
|pT pPjF qq^pξq|2 |ξ|d´1 dξ.
Applying Theorem 6.2, we can bound the above by
À 2´kpd´1q
ż
|pPjF q^pξq|2 dξ
„ 2´kpd´1q
ż
|ξ|„2jă 2C1δ
|ppfχEδq ˚ ρδq^pξq|2 dξ.
Now
(6.45) }pPkpT pPjF qqq^}L2pEδq À 2´k
pd´1q
2 2j
pd´αq
2 δ
pd´αq
2 }f}L2pEδq.
Since |j ´ k| ď K , we can plug this expression into the sum (6.43) and get an
upper bound of δd´α}f}L2pEδq}g}L2pEδq. In the regime |j ´ k| ď K and α ď d`12 ,
setting j “ k and summing in 2k À 1δ yields
C
δÿ
k“0
2pd´αq´p d´12 q „
ˆ
1
δ
˙pd´αq´p d´12 q
,
and plugging this into (6.43) yieldsˆ
1
δ
˙pd´αq´p d´12 q
δ
pd´αq
2 }f}L2pEδqδ
pd´αq
2 }g}L2pEδq
“δβpd,αq´1}f}L2pEδq}g}L2pEδq.
Case 2: |j ´ k| ą K: In the case that |j ´ k| ą K, we will expand the Fourier
transform pT pPj rpfχEδq ˚ ρδsqq^pξq and examine the critical points of the phase
function. We follow the proof presented in [18], with the only major change being
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that we utilize our assumption that E is tδiu-discrete α-regular. Using Fourier
inversion, we can write
T pPj rpfχEδq ˚ ρδsqpxq “ 1δ
ż
ψ
ˆ
φpx, yq ´ 1
δ
˙
PjpfχEδ ˚ ρδqpyqψ0px, yq dy
“ 1
δ
ż
e2piirpφpx,yq´1qs`ζys pψpδsq pPjpfχEδ ˚ ρδqq^pζq dsdζdy.
Now
pT pPj rpfχEδq ˚ ρδsqq^pξq
„
ż
e2piirpφpx,yq´1qs`ζy´ξxs pψpδsqpPjpfχEδ ˚ ρδqq^pζqψ0px, yq dsdζdydx.
Multiplying both sides by ηp2´k¨q, we see that
ηp2´kξq ¨ pT pPj rpfχEδq ˚ ρδsqq^pξq
„ηp2´kξq
ż
Ips, ξ, ζq pψpδsqpPjpfχEδ ˚ ρδqq^pζq dsdζ,
where Ips, ξ, ζq :“ ş e2piirpφpx,yq´1qs`ζy´ξxs ψ0px, yq dxdy.
We note that j is restricted to 2j ď C 1δ . Indeed, recalling that
pPj rpgχEδq ˚ ρδsq^pζq “ ηp2´jζqpgχEδq^pζqpρpδζq,
it follows that 2j À 1δ .
We use the following Lemma, which appears in [18] (see Lemma 2.5), to bound
|Ips, ξ, ζq|.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that |ζ| „ 2j and |ξ| „ 2k. Then there exists a K ą 0 so
that if |j´k| ą K, then for each positive integer M , there exists a positive constant
cM ą 0 so that
|Ips, ξ, ζq| ď cM inf
 |s|´M , 2´j M , 2´kM( .
With Lemma 6.3 in tow, we return to the estimate above. Plugging in the
estimate from the lemma and integrating in s, we haveˇˇ
ηp2´kξq ¨ pT pPj rpfχEδq ˚ ρδsqq^pξq
ˇˇ
Àηp2´kξqmin
!
2´j pM´1q, 2´k pM´1q
)ż
|ζ|„2j
|pfχEδ ˚ ρδq^pζq| dζ.
Finally, applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we can bound this expression above by
Àηp2´kξqmin
!
2´j pM´1q, 2´k pM´1q
)
2
jd
2
˜ż
|ζ|„2j
|pfχEδ ˚ ρδq^pζq|2 dζ
¸1{2
Àηp2´kξqmin
!
2´j pM´1q, 2´k pM´1q
)
2
jd
2
`
2jδ
˘ pd´αq
2 }f}L2pEδq.
It follows that
}pPk pT pPjF qqq^}L2pEδq À 2
kd
2 min
!
2´j pM´1q, 2´k pM´1q
)
2
jd
2
`
2jδ
˘ pd´αq
2 }f}L2pEδq,
and since M can be taken arbitrarily large, the result follows.
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Appendix A. Higher dimensional analogue of a Fubini-like theorem
Although a direct substitute of Fubini’s theorem in a fractal setting is not avail-
able, the following theorem acts as a sort of substitute; it can be found in [8] (see
page 72, Theorem 5.8).
Theorem A.1. Let A be any subset of the x-axis and let B be a subset of the plane.
For x P R, let Bx denote the linear set ty : px, yq P Bu. Suppose that there exists a
constant c so that, for each x P A, it holds that HtpBxq ě c. Then
Hs`tpBq ě bcHspAq,
where b depends only on s and t.
In this paper, we require a higher-dimensional analogue of this theorem, which
to the best of our knowledge does not seem to appear in the literature. For this
reason, we include the statement and outline the proof for completeness. The utility
of this theorem is demonstrated by Theorem 1.2, 1.3, and Proposition 1.5.
Theorem A.2. Let d ě 2 and 1 ď k ď pd´ 1q. Let A be any Borel subset of Rd´k
and let B be a Borel subset of Rd. For x P Rd´k, set
Bx :“ tpy1, . . . , ykq : px, y1, . . . , ykq P Bu.
Suppose that there exists some constant c ą 0 so that, for each x P A, it holds that
HtpBxq ě c. Then
Hs`tpBq ě bcHspAq,
where b depends only on k, s, t, and the ambient dimension d.
The following is an immediate corollary.
Corollary A.3. Let A, B, and Bx as in Theorem A.2. Suppose that there exists
t ě 0 so that, for each x P A, it holds that dimHpBxq ě t. Then
dimHpBq ě t` dimHpAq.
Rather than working with Hausdorff measures directly, we work with a compa-
rable measure that is defined by coverings of a set by binary intervals. A binary
half-open cube is a set of the form
r2´km1, 2´kpm1 ` 1qq ˆ r2´km2, 2´kpm2 ` 1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r2´kmd, 2´kpmd ` 1qq,
where m1, . . . ,md are integers and k is a non-negative integer. Define an outer
measure on Rd by
(1.46) MspF q “ lim
δÑ0M
s
δpF q,
where
(1.47) MsδpF q “ inf
8ÿ
i“1
|Ci|s,
where the infimum is taken over all countable δ-coverings of F by half-open binary
cubes tCiu with length denoted by |Ci|.
Observe that, for each Borel set F , the measure MspF q is comparable to HspF q.
Indeed, since a covering of a set F by binary intervals is an admissible cover in the
definition of Hausdorff measures, it follows that HsδpF q ďMsδpF q.
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Conversely, since any axes parallel box has the property that each side (call such
a side I), is contained in the union of two consecutive half-open binary intervals of
length at most 2|I|, we have 2s`1HsδpF q ěMsδpF q.
The following Lemma is a higher dimensional analogue of Lemma 5.7 in [8]. It
is a straightforward exercise to verify that the proof there can be recycled to prove
Lemma A.4.
Lemma A.4. Let d ě 1 and 0 ď s ď d. Let A be any subset of Rd, let tIiu be
a countable δ-cover of A by binary cubes, and let taiu be a sequence of positive
numbers. Suppose c is a constant such thatÿ
i: xPIi
ai ą c
for all x P A. Then ÿ
i
ai|Ii|s ě cMsδpAq.
Proof of Theorem A.2. For simplicity of presentation, we consider the case when A
is a subset of the x axis. We present the proof in such a way that the more general
case is a natural extension. Let A and B be as in the statement of the theorem.
Let c ą 0 so that, for each x P A, it holds that
(1.48) HtpBxq ě c.
Let δ ą 0 and let tCiu be a countable covering of B by cubes of diameter at most
δ. Denote
pipCiq :“ pi1pCiq :“ ty1 : py1, y2, . . . , ydq P Ci, for some y2, . . . , ydu,
and
pCiqx :“ C X tpx, y2, . . . , ydq : py2, . . . , ydq P Rd´1u,
the projection of Ci onto the first coordinate and the slice of Ci by an axis-parallel
hyperplane determined by x, respectively.
The main ingredients of the proof are hypothesis (1.48) coupled with the follow-
ing simple observations. Observe that, for each x P R, the diameters of Ci, pCiqx,
and pipCiq are all comparable. (We will use | ¨ | to denote the diameter of a cube.)
Observe that the arbitrary covering of B by cubes tCiu yields a natural cover of A
and of the sets pBqx. Indeed,
A Ă
ď
i
pipCiq
and, for each x P A,
(1.49) Bx Ă
ď
i
pCiqx.
We begin by verifying the hypothesis of Lemma A.4 with ai “ |Ci|t and Ii “
pipCiq. By equation (1.49) and the definition of Hausdorff measure,
HtδpBxq ď
ÿ
i
|pCiqx|t.
Set Aδ “ tx P A : HtδpBxq ě cu. Now, if x P Aδ, we have
c ď HtδpBxq ď
ÿ
i
|pCiqx|t „
ÿ
i: xPpipCiq
|Ci|t.
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The above argument is true if we restrict to a covering of the set B by binary
cubes, which we will do to apply Lemma A.4.
Applying Lemma A.4, we obtain the following lower bound:ÿ
i
|Ci|s`t „
ÿ
i
|Ci|t|pipCiq|s Á cMsδpAδq.
This is true for any covering of B by binary cubes tBiu, so
Ms`tpBq Á cMspAδq.
We note that Aδ increases to A as δ decreases to 0, and apply a limiting argument
to complete the proof. In conclusion, we have
Hs`tpBq Á cHspAq.

Appendix B. An example concerning the parabolic metric
In this subsection, we give a lower bound related to Theorem 1.19 for α ă d`12 .
The plan is to constrcut a tδiu-discrete α-regular set along with a metric φ so that
the distance 1 is repeated often. In particular, using the notation introduced in
Section 1.2.3, we give construction of a metric φ and a set E so that the upper
Minkowski dimension of V Sφ,k~t pEq is bounded below by α` αpd´1qkd`1 . We set ~t “ ~1,
but the example presented here can be modified to work for any ~t P Rk with positive
components. We modify the construction used in [4] to the setting of chains.
To define the set E, let tqiuiPN be a sequence of positive integers such that
qi`1 “ qii and q1 “ 2. Set Li equal to the truncated and non-isotropically scaled
lattice,
Li :“
"ˆ
x
qi
˙
: x P Zd, 0 ď x1, . . . , xd´1 ď q
d
d`1
i and 0 ď xd ď q
2d
d`1
i
*
,
and set Ei equal to the q
´ dα
i neighborhood of Li. It is known that E “
Ş
iEi
is a construction of a set of Hausdorff dimension α (see, for example, [8, Chapter
8, Theorem 8.15]), and it is a simple calculation to check that E is tδiu-discrete
α-regular (with δi “ q´
d
α
i ).
The function φ is defined using a variant of the incidence construction due to
P. Valtr [32]. In particular, φpx, yq “ ||x´ y||B , where || ¨ ||B is the norm induced
by a convex body B. Roughly speaking, B is created by glueing two copies of a
paraboloid together. Explicitly, let
BU “tpx1, x2, . . . , xdq P Rd : xi P r´1, 1s, for 1 ď i ď d´ 1,
and xd “ 1´
`
x21 ` x22 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2d´1
˘u,
and
BL “tpx1, x2, . . . , xdq P Rd : xi P r´1, 1s, for 1 ď i ď d´ 1,
and xd “ ´1` x21 ` x22 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2d´1u.
Now, let
B1 “ `BU X  px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Rd : xd ě 0(˘Y`
BL X
 px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Rd : xd ď 0(˘ .
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Finally, define B to be the convex body B1, with the ridge at the transition between
BU and BL smoothed.
The problem of calculating dimMpV Sφ,k~t pEqq reduces to the problem of calcu-
lating the number of balls of radius q
´ dα
i needed to cover V S
φ,k
~t
pLiq. Specifically,
for each i and for each x P Li,
N
´
ty P Li : ||x´ y||B “ 1u , q´
d
α
i
¯
„ q
dpd´1q
d`1
i ,
where NpA, δq denotes the number of δ-balls needed to cover a compact set A.
More generally,
N
´
V Sφ,k
x,~t
pLiq, q´
d
α
i
¯
„ q
kdpd´1q
d`1
i ,
where V Sφ,k
x,~t
pLiq denotes the vertex set of the k-chain with x, the first vertex,
pinned. Thus, the number of balls of radius q
´ dα
i needed to cover V S
φ,k
~t
pLiq and,
consequently, V Sφ,k~t pEq, is
Á qdi ¨ qp
dpd´1q
d`1 qk
i “ pq´
d
α
i q
´αrpd`1q`pd´1qksd`1
.
Here, we used the observation that, for each i, E contains „ qdi many elements
of the set of scaled lattice points, Li. It follows that dimMpV Sφ,k~t pEqq is at least
αrpd`1q`pd´1qks
d`1 .
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